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' By Fred Hines 
resses Caucus. Dinner HUSA Operates • 
The 1 ongressional Black Caucus (CBCJ \~oncluded their weekend 
activities last Sat\Jrday night with a 
Fifth Annual Fundraising Dinner, 
addressep by FCC Commissioner 
Ber:ijamin Hooks _ 
The heme of this year's Black 
Caucus activities were ''From 
Changi~g Structures td Using 
Structures: 1876 to 1976." 
Refer~ing to Langston ·Hughe's • 
poem on ''A dream deferred." The 
Com111issioner told an estimated 
audience of 2.800 that ' 'In America 
• the deferred dream has tended to 
fester like ' a sore; at times it has 
stunk like rotten ffieat, and sagged 
like a heavy toad." . 
During' his speech, Hook s 
mentioned, ''When 1 was attending 
Howard • University years ago. the 
only , way Black folk could have 
$JOtten into this ballroom, was to put 
on a ~J'lite uniform and be a waiter." 
Concerning the media, Hooks said ~ 
seven years after the Kerner 
Commissio.n ~ Repoft, which 
'' ... deplored the failure of our 
communications network to deal 
with the hope, aspirations, 
ambitions. life style and struggles of 
' Black and minority people." 
condltio.ns·are n-Ot muct) better. 
Hooks stated that, ''The political 
genius of these 17 Blacls 
, . · · Ph oto by .Noi-b'ert Bai11s 
The Congressional Black Caucus held its 5th annual fundraising d inner this past weekend around the theme 
''F~om Changirig Structures to Using Structures." CBC members shown above 3re William Clay (Mo.), Shirle; 
f:'.h1sholm {N.Y.), Yvonne Burke (Ca.), Sen. Edward Brooke (Mass.), Harold Ford (Tenn.I , Augustus Hawkins 
(Ca.), and Barbara Jordon {Tex.). 
Congressmen ... ought to be welcomed 
on the programs like 'Meet the Press.' 
' Issues and Answers,' and 'Face the 
Nation' ." 
On the issue of ''white racism and 
Black self-hate," Hooks said we must 
dea_lP'ith them on a 'national ~cale ''if 
thif'i. cour'!try is to become healthy 
and whole." 
The FCC Comrriissioner stated 
that this is, simultaneiously, the 
''best and worst'' of times. ''It is the 
best of times when we think about " 
more than 800,000 Blacks in schools 
of higher learning, but it is the worst 
of times, when we think that more 
thary sixty percent of the prison 
population is black," he continued. 
Hook's statements came only ·. 12 
days after FCC Chairman Richard 
• 
Wiley announced • • that he will 
propose that ·enforcement of the 
Fairness Doctrine be discontinued in 
larger radio markets. The doctrine 
''requires that each broadcast station 
provide balanced or 'fair' coverage of 
qontroversiaf issues of public 
importance in its community ." 
by Karen Brown 
Working under an old 
!Constitution and ~'Vithout ~ blldget, 
the tioward Uni1•ersity Studcrit 
Association announ~ed plans for a. 
refrigerator rental service, a grievance 
9ffice, a travel agency and a national 
~oalition of Black colleges. 
' HUSA's constitutional status is 
lpresently undecided. T.,here have been several proposed new 
constitutions, but . ''HUSA is still 
• 
operating under the October 1973 
const itution," said Earl !Ferguson;· 
president of HUSA. The October '73 
co_nstitution expi r£; 51 in Nol~emlJi:~ ?f 
this year. · • 
At that time a new con titution is 
due~ The HU SA Policy Board, which 
is resPonsible for approvin~ any new 
. . ~ . 
constitution before it goes to the 
' student body and the board of 
trustees, has not had a quorum in the 
past two m~tings and thf!refore has 
not voted on a new one. 
Policy Board Chairm.an Wayne 
Allard said although the Board was 
not getting the necessary quorunls, 
' they are still gathering data and are 
trying to find •a more repsonab/e 
method for the board to meet. 
.~~~ System Delays Paychecks • 
. According to the Black Caucus, 
funds -from the $100 a plate dinr1cr 
at the Washington Hilton Hotel 
Ballroom vi1ill go toward the 
i.mprovernent of the CBC staff, better 
CBC public inforni"ation systems, and 
HUSA is alsq operating without a 
budget. ''The HUSA budget has not 
been brought up :before the policy 
!)oard. l t has not i;>een pl.aced or1 ttie 
agenda . I assL1m·e it will be broyght 
up at the next bqard meeting," S~id The ipstallation of a new · 
' computer system, the Howard 
• 
I • I Wayn e Allard. When asked 1how 
cont'd on page 12 HUSA was managing 'to operate 
. . ' ! 
· professional fees . 
• 
v.·lthout a budget, HUSA president. 
Earl ·1 Ferguson replied that HllSA 
''wa~ operating 011 ar1 advar.ce on the 
197~_-76 budget." 
· Despite the co11st'i tutional and bud~tary difficult ies, HUSA doe s 
havej several programs scheduled tor 
the year. _ <S 
' Under a proposed travel agency I . prog~am ; .all How·ard stl1dents, 
facu ity, and their immediate families 
will ! be ' eligible · for a 30 percent . 
·discount orl all air travel . The 
progfam is scheduled to begin on 
November 1. ln formation cari be I . 
0ht;i1ned from either the HUSA-
' offick in Cook Hall or the riew HUSA 
offibe located in the Physical 
E~u{ation l\nnex BuilJing l5ehind 
the ~ine Arts liuilding. 
T~ough not part of the travel 
agency plan, HUS/-. will also sponsor 
~ ' disCount program for those 
students traveling · in groups on 
Amt~ack. These student's ill be 
eligible for a 25 percent d. count on 
all tickets . 
. Another progr;im being planned is 
a grievance office, to be housed in I ,. I · 
the lobby of . the Johnson 
Administrat ion building. The 
grievance office will refer students 
w)t problems to a university agency 
qua!i ied to h~ndlc thei r s~(;citic 
pi-o IP-ms . ''If tho student's problen1 
is t solved satisfactorily, he _Or she 
)may file a complaint with the 
Wntir1ued on pa~ 5 University Business SVstem (HUBS), 
is near/y ~ompleted despite several 
problemsjn the payr611 division. 
.. According td Mrs. Clara Berryhill, 
the Director of Financial 
Programming, the system has been 
''payi ng pe'ople for two pay periods." 
Yet sources within the Budget Otfi~e 
state· that 'since it became functional 
the HUBS l1as been a fiasco as far as 
timely payments to employees of the 
llniversity is concerned. 
When asked hOw much the 
machinery is costinQ th e university, 
Mrs. Berryhill repl [ed that· she didn't 
''want to share that information with 
the HILLTOP." However, according 
to other informed sou rces the 
Mrs. Berryhill explained that the. • 
system is n~'1: undergoing a 
transitional pe~~· as the former 
com puter system is now being used ! 
1n conjunction with HUBS in order 
to complete any business started ·on HU Considers Bookstore Move 
' 
• 
. . ~stem is priced around $250,oOo. 
' 
it. , 
The system, according to 
Howard's Public Relations pamphlet 
Right On The Campus, will ~ used 
to ''coordinate the controlled 
expenditures for salaried and 
• 
Convocation Put Off 
non-salaried expenses," including 
vendors, the university budget, and 
the payroll. 
Under the direction of Mr. Harry 
Steinberg of the CQmputer 
Performance Association (the 
Bv Kadatlah Khafre 
Howard University's 109th 
convocation was rained ol1t last 
' Friday_ !when area ." flooding 
dampene'.d' attendance and caused an 
estimated .$20,000 in property 
damages to ithe institution, accord ing 
to university officials. 
Dr . ·J ames Cheek, Howard 's 
president, said the . ceremony was 
called off because all B.oard of , 
Trustee · members were not present 
and because the audience was not as 
large as expected. 
''However, 1 am going to deliver 
that speech," he declared, refer'r ing 
to h is annual add~ess which usually 
out lines the future course of this, the 
world's largest predom'inantly Black 
university. Attempts at obtaining a 
copy of the President's address were 
unsuccessful 1. 
The Board will set a new date, he 
said. _. 
Lynn Johnson, deputy director of · 
the Physi dal Pl~nt Department, 
estim~ted damages of $20.000 from 
the Tain which h~ fallen 
in te ~ u' tten tly since last Mondav. 
TloLutJghout the metropolitan area 
there were reports of flooding, 
snarled traffi;c and accidents as an 
expiring Hurricane Eloise drove 
through the region after leaving 
behind 'o:ie person dead, several 
hundred homeless and $100 million 
in damages on the Florida peninsula 
Tuesday morning. 
The National Weather Service said 
tha"t this was I the wettest September 
the Distr ict 01' Columbia had seen 
since 1934. ) . . 
' Affected by flooding at Howard . 
were ~he old ,School of Nursin9. the 
telephone . fa ble r«;>om in the. 
Administration Building , the 
l!niversity Counseling Center, and 
Cook Hall, a men's dormitory . 
Th'e route of the traditional 
convo..cation procession , a 
passageway between 
Auditorium and the 1lra 
Theatre, was also flooded . 
Cramton 
Aldridge 
Assistant · Dean of Resident Life 
• 
York Campbell, said four studentS 
had to be relocated due to leaks in 
the dormitori es. 
corporation connected with installing 
the system) HUBS was being built 
• for two years as a replacement for 
the old computer system. 
cont'd on page 5 
' 
I 
• • 
Muhammad Ali , i.indoub1edly the greatest professional boxer ever and one of the 
most popular figures in the world , retained his championsh ip ti tle this w&ek at 1he 
''Thriller in Manila ." TH
1
E HI LL TOP joins the Howard Comm unity In saluting 
''The People's Champ," Muhammad Ali . 
' 
' 
Bv Arlene Waiter 
An investigation is now underway 
which could lead to •the transfer of 
the various Howard University 
Bookstore's to the old Freedmen's 
Hospit~I. according to bookstore 
sources .. 
In response to complaints and 
inquiries about the bookstore's 
prese.nt policies, store manager Jami,c 
Negron, delcared, ."I'm trying to db 
my joti t'o the bes,t of my abi li ty. l 
ai;n open to any suggestions from 
students on tpw we can do a better 
job together." 
Respopding to complaints that 
the bookstore is too small, Negron 
state"d that originally the bookstore 
was supposed to occupy th e area 
where the bank is located as well as 
the bookstore's present area. The 
total ret~il area of the G,eorgia 
Avenue bookstore is 3,200 feet. 
_According to him long lines are 
due to fire regulations which on ly 
al low a certain number of people in a 
given area. 
.The other bookstores are the 
r;1 l!>ental and Medical Bookstore, which 
services nursing, dental, medical and 
allied health, and a temporary law 
bookstore set up on the Dunbarton 
' campus. Formerly St\,Jdents of law 
were required to order books from 
the Lerner Law Book Company. · 
Some of the improvements 
students have noticed at the 
bookstore made over the- past year 
•• 
include the neliJ arrapgement of 
displays, alpt-1abe~cal listing of books 
by subj ects, the new arrangement of 
aisles ar1d the Iner.eased number of 
cash registers in the store. 
Negron stated tl1at this year , out 
of stock forms , are available for 
. ' students to fill out if a Clesired book 
is rnot in stock. Title status reports 
are also available to faculty members 
for the re-order of books. . . 
There, is also a MetrojBook, which 
lists locations where bOoks car;i be 
' 
' 
. " 
' 
• 
• 
found ir1 other area bookstores ar1d 
the number of the desired book ir1 a 
particular store. 
Many people however are not 
fa,rniliar with these facilities. He 
stated that once he gets settled 1n his 
· office he will establish a publ ic 
'relati9ns campaign In an effort to 
inform students. 
1 Mr . Negro n waS appointed 
manager to the lbodRstorit in July of 
1~74 . Previf?USly, he was manager of f . • c6rit'd on page 3 
•vv •• ~!~dents Call for Fire .Es~apes • 
' Concerned with the lack of 
outside fire escapes on dormitories, 
Terry Crosby, a Meridian Hill 
resident, has drawn up a petition to 
be presented to the Office of Student 
'Housing. . 
The petition warns of the dar1ger 
of possible loss of life in case of a fire 
and requests ·''productive 'actio11 
immediately by the Office of 
Sludent Housing · in providing 
adequate exterior escape routes'' 1n 
all of the dormitories. 
In explairying the situation at 
Meridian dormitory Crosby stated 
that the front door is the only 
• 
I 
possible escape route1 She explained 
that the only vyay to get to that exit 
is down two stairways! 
l'f 700 residents tri~d to escape at 
the . same time, it would be chaotic 
and could lead to seri0us injuries, st-.e 
pointed out. 
. . ' . 
The petition waS presented to the 
Meridian lrlill , Student Cr:>uncil on 
September 23, and according . to 
]Dezaree Pines, president of the 
council unanimous support was given 
to Crosby's petition. 
I 
Although the petition haS been' 
drawn up and is being ci·rculated. 
Crosby stated that she will do more 
rese~rc~ on the tbpic including 
research on the ''housing code of 
IJ'iashing'ton and Howard''. before 
piesenting it to the Office. of Studen"t 
Hovsing. 
1 She explained that the only 
r ~ ason' Student Housing would 
''r.eject the request is ·Ifor security 
re.asonSl." Sheh noted that outside 
· e)(cape1 routes may incr~se the 
number of break-ins in the dorm. 
However both Crosby and the 
Meridian Hill council expressed the 
belief th'at the need to provide a safe 
. alternative escape route outweighs 
the possible negative results of 
installing fire escapes. . 
' 
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EXTREMELY IMPORTANT NOTICE 
IF YO~R ID NUMBER APPEARS BELOW, PLEASE REPORT 
' IMMEDIAT'fLY TO THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR, ROOM 128, 
MORDECAJ JOHNSON BUILDING . ASK l'O SEE ANY OF THE 
1 FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS• -
•• ' 
MR. CECIL A. FRANKLIN, REGISTRAR 
.MS. LUCI NDI A SOLOMON 
MR. LEVELL OTIS 
I 
023269 
060120 
335910 
387420 
433498 
502785 
511670 
569100 
59B640 
623830 
~ 675113 
691795 
I 
I 
l 
719570 
731750 
766590 
900195 
901196 
902295 
902330 
902773 
903226 . 
904079 
904231 
905784. 
912023 
912026 
9123B2 
913488 
915089 
915138 
915144 
915252 
915253 
915626 
917599 
·9201 r,a 
920607 
920619 
921621 
922145 
923772 
923887 
924551 
924662 
924704 
'924783 
925175 
925783 
928187 
928260 . 
928770 
929999 
930317 
930545 
932367 
932415 
932491 
966277 
\f. International HUSA's Info Center ' 
·- · 
Students 
-
~ On S nday, October 19th, the 
_ Washingtf,n Wellesley Club will hold 
its {;irst eeting of the year. These 
get-toget ers include a buffet dinner 
and se rve to build lasting friendships 
between interested students from 
·aroun the world attending 
Washing on area universities and the 
America families who · h'ost the 
meeting . These are monthly affairs, 
usually taking place on the third 
Suriday of each month. For those 
without cars, t(ansportation will be 
provide . For furthe~ . details, please 
contact Ms. Cynthia Barthqlomew, 
Room 211 Admin., Office of 
lnternaiional Student Services. 
, 
, 
• 
All Howard Univers i ty 
lnterna ional Students are cordil:illy 
invi ted I to participate in a· Panel . 
D iscus~ ion this coming Sunday 
afternobn, October 5th, at 5:00 P.M. 
. ' The rvent . will be held at 
lnterna ion'al Student House wh ich is 
located! at 1825 ''R'' ~treet, N.W. 
(just oft Dupont Circle). The topic 
for dis~~~si~n is: :·u .s. Immigration 
Laws: f':'.hat IS and What IS NOT 
Possible." The speakers will be Mrs. 
Jennit ' r Seaver, Foreign Student , 
AdvisGr , University of Maryl1nd , I . • (Mode , ator); Attorney Samuel J. 
Levine1 Im migration Law Specialist ; Officel Larry · J . Moss. D.C. Police 
Force; and Mr . Jules A. Nolin, 
Retire Assistant District Director, 
Travel -Control for tbe District of 
Celurrib'ia Area , L!.S. Immigration & 
Natur lization Service. 
• Paradise at AU 
• 
OASATAU, the Black Student 
Unioln of American University, 
preseTts Black Paradise - wine and 
cheesr Disco on Satu rday, October 4 1 
11 Pf .-3 a.m. Mary Graydon SnaCk 
Bar 
1 
Music by the BU R'G Sol'.lf"!d 
svst•r· · · 
G~neral admission $2.00 and 
:. $1 .00 w/AU ID . Discount t ickets 
· available in the OASAT AU office for 
$1 .00 call 686 ·1 157 
Mon~aY -Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
• 
• 
' 
HUSA is starting a new_ program 
on campus. It is going 'to be a center 
to help students with any Questioris 
• or problems they might have. The 
center will be located on the first 
floor of the Administration Building. 
The Information and Problem Center 
will be manned by students from 10 
a.n_:i..Jo 10 p.m . The staff working at 
the center will be composed of 
reliable people from every different 
class and college. 
At i this time there are still . many 
openings on the center's staff. If you 
are inrerested in giving up a l ittle bit 
of your time to improve Howard 
University get in touch with Greg 
Jones at 636-5281 . 
ORGANIZATION OF AFR I KAN 
STUDENTS 
ELECTION OF NEW OFFICERS 
DAY - FRIDAY OCTOBER 3, 1975. 
TIME - 2 TO 6 P.M, 
' 
PLACE - DOUGLAS HALL, ROOM 
116 
' COME AND VOTE 
•• 
Speed Reading 
To all students wh o si~ed up for 
the Liberal Arts Students Council 
Speed-Reading course: The Class has 
begun and meets in Room 300. 
Locke Hall _ 10:00. every Saturday 
morning. Any student having unpaid 
fees will be expected to pay them in 
the Liberal Arts office prior to 
attending the course. 
AKA Raffle 
• 
William Price was the winner of 
the ~affle · given by J\lpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority Inc . Proceeds from 
the raffle and the AKA weekend held 
• 
recently went to D .C. Black 
Repertory Company. Price who is a 
third year !:tudent in the School of 
Engineering received a calculator. 
Right on Bill! 
• 
t •m inttorttt.cl In lhlo 
'.J Proesmooo = B101herllOOO 
Educauo11 Le~el 
State 
" 
• 
' 
• • I 
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LA Juniors 
• • 
'O;> bl ' 
International 
Week End 
• 
Douglass College of Rutgers 
University, New Brunswick, . New 
4 Jersey, will sponsor its 
twenty -seventh annual International 
Week End on November 7, 8, an·d 9. 
The . theme this 'year will be ''The 
Earth: A Finite SVstem." In keeping 
with this, the program will include a • 
keynote spe<iker, discussion groups, 
and a variety of activities focusing on 
ecology in different parts · of the 
world, as weJI as the opportunity for 
getting together informally with 
other· 1 nternatignal Week End 
participants. Howard students are 
cordially invited to attend. As space 
is somewhat limited, those interested 
are asked to see Ms. Cynthia 
" 
Bartholomew, Room 211, Adm)n. 
' . Bldg., International Student Services. 
as soon as possible . Further details 
are avai lable in the office. All who 
participate consistently find 
'international Week End to be both a 
meaningt 'ul and pl·easurable 
experience. We are especially excited 
about the '75 Week End . See You!! 
fJ 
Farrakhan 
• 
to Appear 
' 
' 
Min. Abdul Halim Farrakhan, 
International ::ipokesman for the. 
Nation of Islam is scheduled to speak 
at Cramton Auditorium, Thursday, ~ 
October 9 at 7:30 p.m. 
Come early or listen' to the live; 
broadcast of the· speec h on 
WHUR·FM 196.3). 
A fundr~~inq dinner with Min. · 
Farrakhan ...... for-e his speech will 
take place at 4 :30 p.m. at Howard's 
Dui:ibarton campus, 2935 Upton St ., 
N.W. 
The di'nner is to raise fund 's for 
the Liberal Arts Student Council's 
''Project Awareness' ' program, of 
which Min. Farrakhan is a 
participant. 
Tickets are avai lable in the LASC 
' office in Cook Ha.II. Cal l 636-7009. 
Prices are $7 !}CT person, $12 per 
couple, or $60 per table of 10. The 
public is invited. · 1 
men's sizes women"s sizes 
26-54 waist 
14-20 ne:::k 
30-50 c.0h~"~"-·"---
The General Store 
2424 18th Street, N.W. 
Washington, 0 .C. 20009 
At 18th & Columbia Road in 
the heart of Adams Morgan 
discount prices • cash only 
667-0449 
Bu, ,·l; -IU. -1 2. -1-1 , 9tl, 
9.J. 96. 9 11'. f( ~ . 1.-2 
Mon .· F1 1. 12-6: 
Sat. 11 -6. 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
_. 
J 
f#~ ~~ . ~.,,, 
• 
Overseas Mail 
The Office of International 
Student Services is lioldingl a 
quantity of letters from various 
places around the world addressed to 
lnternati_onal Students registered at 
Howard. Some of the ~ 
correspondence may contain 
cheques. As the number of letters is 
growing consistently, any student 
who may be expecting overseas mail 
is kindly requested to stop by the 
International Student Services Office 
to check the mail . list. The Office is 
located in Room 211, 
Administ"rati~n Building. The mail 
list is on the counter. Unclaimed mail 
will be returned to sender after a two 
week period. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI 
Fraternity Incorporated 
presents 
• 
H6mecoming's · 
EBONY MAGIC AFFAIR 
cabaret stVle 
0 
tie or fly 
October 10, 1975 
10:00 p.m. - 3:00 a .m . 
• 
at the 
Ambassador Hotel 
1412 K: St. N.W. 
1 free beer ' & 
' · I cash bar 
< 
art exhibit 
Admission : $4.00 advance 
5.00 at door 
Featuring: Black Horizon 
band and show 
Also special 
guest Band 
Free Gam'e Room • . . 
pinball 
billiards 
ping porig 
' 
. ' 
• 
•• 
I 
Tickets on salut Cram ton 
"'i or 
I Box Office! 
' Any KAPPA on campus . 
Christian Fellowship 
Meeting · 
. 
The Howard University Christian 
Fellowship·IQbimo Otito invites you 
to it's Monthly· Fellowship Meeting 
on Sunday October 5, 1975, at 4:00 
, p.m. The fellowship meeting will be 
held in Thurman Lounge located 1n 
the lo\r\fer level of Rankin Chapel. 
• 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160· 
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1 .00 to cover postage an~ 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IOAHO AVE., I 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
1213) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
• 
• 
FORMERLY . TY'S DISCOUNT RECORDS 
• 
REGULAR 6.98 LIST LP 
4.99 OUR PRICE 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK 
UNIVERSAL DISCO. 4S , 
SUNDAY 'SPECIAL LP . 
3.75 
.65 
3.75 
FEATURING A •NEW• SELECTION 01\ 
GOSPEL ROCK BLUES JAZZ AND SOUL 
• HOURS 11·8 MON THRU THU.SI 11·9 FRI AND SAT/ 12·! SUN 
. . 
232-3990 
llVI AN ADDITIONAl IOS 
• 
• 
Bible Studies 
That's wnat th'e Dorm Bible 
Studies are about, getting to know 
God; both who he is and what he 
says about himself a11:d i;nankind . 
Study groups will meet : on the 
evening of ]October 6. 1975; in the 
fllowing dormitories : Drew Ha11 , the 
Blue Room ; Bethune Hall the 
" Multi-Purpose Room; Cook Hall, the 
~o ung e; Meridian Hill, the 
Multi-Purpese Room; and the Small 
parlor of Baldwin Hall . servicing the 
' Quadrangle . 
Prison Visit · 
-
On Wednescta~ · Oc~ober 8th , 
1975, there _will ~ a fiel,d trip to 
Lorton Reformatory. A limited 
number ofi students will be allowed 
to particiP.Ste on a first come first 
' ' 
An Affair for Juniors in"- tiberal 
Arts. Friday, October 3; 1975 6:30 
p.m. 
Douglass Hall, Room B·21 . 
The second meeting of the Junior 
Class; will serve ~two-fold p~rpose ·at 
being a social gathering " and the 
presentation of class busineSs. and 
14deas,. Of course refre'shments Will be 
served. ' .. '·' 
. Bl~ck Reco{d Store 
I 
City _ Council members Sterling 
Ttlc~er and~ Arrington 'Dixon, Mi5S 
Bia~ D.C. and several other guests 
and D.C. Government officials will 
all J articipate in· the ~rpnd Opening 
Ceremony of <;Jeri's ' International 
Musfc Center, Inc. This economically 
significant event is scheduled to take 
I I ' p acr at the new store located at 
525113th St .• N.W. (13th & Fl . . 
Vfith j $50,000 . finai:icing being , 
p ~o r ided by D.C. Development ' 
C? ri po:rati on (DCD_C), Geri's 
International Music Center, Inc. i} 
now D .C . 's~rgest Black-owned 
I d · 1 . recor store. t 1s also the only 
sizable minority-owned ·record and 
tape outlet in the mUlti-million Jollar 
F Street Malt business district . . 
serve basis. Participants will meet at 
9 :30 a .m. in Thurman Lounge in the 
lower level af Rankin Chape,I. DO 
NOT WEAf! BLUE JEANS. 
Transpor:tation will leave at 9 :60 
a.m. Sharp! For more information 
contact Chaplain Eric V. Payne at 
636-7292 or 29 1-9169. 
The Councilmen will speak on the ~ 
desirability of incr.eased minority ·. 
participation in Wash in gton 's 
do...Jntown revitalization_ 
.. 
Lombardi Film 
j 
The film entitle~ ''Commitment 
to · Excellence'' will be shown on 
Sunday October 5th( 1975, at 4:00 
p.m., in Thurm~n Ldunge located in 
the lower level of Rankii-l. The film is 
a. commentary on fhe ljfestyle of 
footbal l coach, Vince Lombardi 
The e leme nt of i Excellence is 
essential to every BlaCk person, come 
and check it out with Us. Spon~ored 
by the Howard Uiliversity Christian 
Fellowship-lgbjmo Otito. 
•• 
Neighborhoo.d 
Elections 
Lets find out rrfore about the 
:Advisory Neighbor~ood elec.tions 
coming up on Februar,y 3, 1976. 
v 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
PRESENTS 
-EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD 
•• 
US. EXCURSION TO PHILLY 
. , 
OWARD vs~ FLO'RIDA A.M 
AF I ER. THE GAME E~SE\ON TO A 
I 
GALA AFF~IR 
, 
· AT THE FABULOUS 
HOTEL PHILADELP.HIA 
' CflECK IT OUT WITH9UT 
A DOUBT AND THEN SHOUT 
WHAT IT'S llLL ABOUT. 
SO COME WITH T,HE SCHOOL dF 
1 BUSINESS AND 
. 
BUMP BOOGIE BOOG.ALOO 
t AND BUS IT 
TO BAD AND BOSS 
PHILLY. " 
• 
The Citizens Neighborhood 
Council Coordinatirig Committee is 
sponsoring an Advisory 
Neighborhood Commission o: El°tCtion 
' Workshop on Saturda1f, Octobet 11 , 
. Pick Up Tickets At the .School of 
·Business Student Council Office 
Room G-9 Or Make Reservations by 
1975, at the New York Avenue 
Presbyterian Church , at 1313 New 
York Avenue , N.W. from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. . 
Questions will be answered as to : 
How to qualify as a candidate for 
Single Member Districts? a'nd How 
the Advisory Neighb6rhood 
Com.mission will be established? 
For mort;! informati1pn please cal l 
Jim Harvey at 731~3702. 
' Calling 636-7440 or 636-7441 . . 
• 
ON'L YA FEW SEATS LEFT 
SO YOU 8ETIER HURRY 
.. 
" 
AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING 
I SERVICES .' LOCAh ABORTION & 
Bl RTH CONT ROL FACI LIT'IES 
CA LL.TOLL FREE 
l ·'S00 ·-523· 5101 DAILY 
. I 
- -t- .. - - _ L _ - -·-
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I 
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I 
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. $33;500,000 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS 
Over $3J.500,0oo unclaimed schol~rships, grants. aids, and 
fellowships ranging ·fr.om $50 to $10,00Q. Current list of these 
~ources researched and compiled as Of September 5, 1975. 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLAR HIPS 
369 ~llen A11e7ue, Portl d, Maine ()Jl03 
O I am enclosing $12 5 plus Jl .00 for ~ostage and 
' ' 
I handling. I (Check or money order - no cash, please.) 
tt you wish to use your chera• C.fd, ~ • 
I D ~D PLEASE RUSH YOUR liiiiiiiJ ·. CURRENT LIST OF. 
I 
I 
I E•oiratlon 0111 t U CLAIMED SCHOLARS~IPS I Monlh/ Y11r / . M.e•11r Chli.r11 SOURCES TO: _ ,""="._ 
I lnM"rb•nk No. I Cr1di1 C•rd No. L--------' 
• Name ·:j· . ....... .. . .... ....... ........ . . .. ....... ..... . I Address I··· .J. . .... ·........ .. ......... I 
. ' 
• 
" 
i 
L.,. = =-t·"~ =-=·,~~~::·=:: .. Zip.: .:.J . 
•. 
• 
• 
" 
~ . I 
- . 
,· un· 
·, ' 
l • 
• 
·1 
11 iSlli utt ICI I illOdOf Man 
v., 
· -~· . " . 
. ... Two olj m.1i1kind's most inspiratiolYI irn•es 
united in one be;au1i(u1 liymbol WTough1 with 
;ancient 1r1di1ion - .1 remindef 1h.1t '1e .ire .111 
. ; one. E.1ch bt.1u1ifuJ Unity Symbol Pen<b.nl is 
~: ; h.iindcr.11f1~ sold or silver wilh contr.1s1ing vnooth .. ·~ and florentioe r urf.1ces , me.iiwres 1wo iochesJong, ili ' ilYililiiblt plJin or ~l with • di;amoncl·like spiMI, ;and 
· comes with .1 matching twen1y-four irn:h chiin. The 
Unify Symbol Pe~nt - .1n e11prnsion of IO'lle fo{ .1JI 
m;inkind. A very•speci.11 gifl . · 
_£; ;-- ' · --,- ·• " TOOROER; 14K•••l&oldPl•!<d(lf"l••r tlS .9S8 
• J S•• •hng s11 .. , 1 11•.so .-. 
•• . c: ~ 14 1<•••1 gold fl ll•d $14.50@ 
:i .~ID I J The_ abov• <o mc P_l1in Ol •i~ di1mond-like ~inel. . , 
f'>f > C) i~·- Ind•<•!<' by <J>e<k1 ... 0 Pl1on 0 0i1mond·hke 51>1ncl ~ .-N • AIW> 1•1il1blo i~ 14 K1<1t Gokl w/ I• K. JOld ch1in 
ID-! N I J ind 9 pl . d i1mond. l'rici on requell . 
~ lj! All pend1nl• come with; 14" m11chin1 ch•-,., ind ,;11 bolled . J 
au Vir1ini1 re>iden 1 ~ ~d 4" ... an Ju,. . _ TOT AL _ _ 
' 
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• 
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• 
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' Dahomey 
. r The Dahomean government 
, newspaper, Daho·Express, has 
, sJrongly condemned the policy of 
1 .dialogue with Azania (South Africa). 
In an . apparent reference to the 
¥;,sit to Azania by the I vorian 
Information minister, the newspaper 
~aid it was sad to note that some 
~frikan leaders are taking the path of~ .. 
the ''faint-hearted'' for ''selfish 
aims." The policy of dialogue, the 
paP.er continued, amounted to, 
''treason.'' 
Lesotho 
Heads of government of 
Botswana, Lesotho ana Swazil<.1nd 
are reportedly deadlocked over the 
luture of a New Zealander as Vice 
Chancellor of their joint University . 
The Vice Chancellor, Professor Cyri l 
Rogers, is said to have been at the 
centre of student protests over the 
running of the. University, the main 
campus of which is in Lesotho. 
A Commission of Inquiry had 
decided, after a student strike earlier 
' this year, \hat all posts at the 
·a, University be Afrikanised. Botswana 
and Swaziland are recommending 
that Professer Rogers stays on. 
Central Afrikan 
Republic 
Nine former members of the staff 
of the Central Afr'ikan Republic's 
embassy in Berne , Switzerland, have 
been fired on presidential orders tor 
• failing to pay their debts. 
Radio Bangui reported that the 
nine were accused of ''sullying the 
~ good name'' of their country abroad 
by contracting debts which had 
remained Unpaid when they left 
S..witzerland. They will be charged in 
court', the radio <Jt:lded. . 
,-
U nclassifiecls 
~-----------~-----------
68 CHEVELLE · Metallic b"own, 3speed · 
8 cylinder (2 dr .),: 4 new tires · white 
walls, radio . Price 1 not negotiable. C811 
... 270-5128 Of 636·7392. 
ANY BROTHER QR SISTER int•ested 
in being a ''Positive Black Jma91!.~ and 
takfng a Beautiful Black Ch1nMlom the 
' suriounding community out for one dey a 
:. month! Please contact Bro. Onyango; 
; 636-5345, ANYTIME. " : 
I 
' 
, Help Wanted, male or female 
·, Address envelopes at home. $800 peJ 
· month, po,sible. See ad under Businessi 
Opportunities. Triple ••s•: I 
Afrikan Clqthing sucB as Dashikis, Robes, 
and Dresses - made professional ly b..e 
Mayimuna . at student prices. Call 
723·2426' 
- ---------
Winter Vacation! Studio garden .apt. at 
Coral Beach HottK on the Beach; Tropical 
S8tting in Freeport, Bahamas, $125.00 per 
week . Call 577·1404, 234-2262 or 
LA9·3746. 
' 
·-"------
t Need a New All Leather Briefcase? ' ' 
' 
' 
Call . you' Europe Leather 
Representative after 5:30 p.m. 
Reasonable Prices 942·8837. 
Fair 
V,ery 
Everybody has something they want or to· .' 
sell, why not advertise it in the Hilltop 
'UNCLASSIFIED -AD Section. D.L .P. 
~70 Renault for immediate sale. 
$350. Call 636-7677 before 8 p.m. or 
265-9486 between 8-11 p.m. daily. 
---------------------'--
TRAVEL!" ... EARN MONEY! ; .. 
Be a Campus Representative for New 
England's ·largest trave l ageJlCV-
'· . 
t lntef??sted students , write GARBER 
I TR).VEL 1406 Beaco n St ., 
• ~ Brookline, MA. 02146 or call ('617) 
734-2100 colle~t to Peter•Johnson. 
t ·r 
l Hilltop 
' 
· Unclassifieds 
Sell 
COMPUTER DATING 
M.•ke lhe mosi of your college 
ye•rs 
JOIN DATELINE 
Free to c&oeds 
C"ll 565-7851 •nd •sk fOf free 
liter•lure 
' 
' 
' 
eye on afrika 
' 
By: Sam lfeagwu 
' 
Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia) 
' 
Newly 'elected president of the 
Afrikan Nationalist Council (ANC), 
Mr. Joshua ·Nkomo, has warned 
suppqrters of former ANC president, 
Bishop Abet Muzorewa against trying 
to h_old another congress. 
: M~zorewa'S supporter, Elliot 
Gabella, who was vice..president until 
an ANC congress·this week voted out 
the ol~ executive, has called another congr~ss for October 19. ,. Bishop 
' Muzor.ewa and his supporters have 
condeinried the congress headed by 
Nkomo as ''i ll eQa l and uncon~titutional ." 
Angola " 
The An9olan People's Liberation 
Movement (MPLA ) will not attend a 
meeting in Kampala, Uganda, cilled 
to attempt a reconciliation between 
the territory's rival liberation groups, 
-,it ·was announced this week in 
Luanda . The meeting has been c<illed 
by the Organization of Afrikan 
Unity's (OAU) Conciliation 
Committee. 
In other news, a . spokesman for • 
the National Union For Total 
Angolan Independence (UNITA), 
Dom Kakumba, said in Niger 
Mo.nday that UNITA will not 
welcome any United Nations effort 
at mediation in An1gola . 
, I 
Kenya 
. ' ' 
A " Nairobi court has sentenced 
two .officers of Kenya's 
Parl iapientary General Service Union 
and three other men to 12 years hard 
labor and whippirlg for participating · 
in a raid on the home of Seifu · 
Zewde, Secretary-General of the 
Afrikan Airlines Association . 
' 
' 
10%-30% off 
Necklaces 
Leather Bag 
• 
Chad 
Fre nch Presidential Pres 
spokesman, Wavier Beauchamps, thi 
week ·confirmed that French Envo 
Louis Morel handed over four million 
francs to Chad guerilla leader, Hi ~en . 
Habre, as part payment of ra~m· 
for Anthropologist Franc se 
Claustre still being held hosta by : 
the guerilla~. 
The French _ action has been 
condemned by a number of Afrikan 
leaders. most notably Major Marien 
Nguabi of Congo Brazaville who also 
attacked the presence of French. 
''colonialist and aggressive'' troop'i.in 
Chad. Major Nguabi said it was 
''inconceivable' ' that such forces 
should be pfesent on Afrikan soil. 
• Zambia 
• 
President Kenneth Kaunda 0 · 
Zambia said Ian Smith, head of th 
illegal Regime in Zimbabv(e is an 
''e nemy of peace in Southern 
Afrika." In a speech at an Air Force 
base in Lusaka, he attacked both 
Smith and the divided Afrikan 
nationalist leaders of Zimbabwe. 1 
''Zimbabwe must be born, if not 
naturally ... then by a ceasare"an 
operatibn. Mr. Smith is the greatest 
obstacle to Zimbabwe's natural 
birth," siiid Kaunda. 
" 
Malawi 
More than a thousand Jehovah's 
Witnesses (members of ·a religious 
sect) have left Malawi for Zambia 
after refusing to join the ryling 
Malawi Congress Party, it was 
announced in Lusaka this week. In 
September 1972 more than 1 f 000 
members of the sect trekked t) nt9 
Zambia to escape allecfped 
persecution. ft 
' 
Bel ts"'-._ 
.Earrings 
Creetin~I 
Cards 
Wall Hanging 
,. 
. lJ fflur,,k" ~ · Suppe~ Clut 
2308 Georgia Ave. N.W •• 
' 
234-3617 
• 
Super:, Special Attraction 
Donny Hathaway : 
Tffurs. Oct. • 2 Shows 
Fri. Oct. 3 • 3 shows 
·sat. Oct. 4 • 3 shows 
• 
Sun • Oct. 5 • 2 s~ows 
Advance tickets are now on sa,le at 
23"·8 Georgia Ave., N.W. 
For fu: ther information call 
234-3617 
' ' 
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Photo, by Calvin Reid 
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continued from p. l 
the Catholic. University Bookstore 
and the American . Unive~sity 
Bookstore. 
Negron's ideas on public relations 
included the mailing of information 
to incoming freshmen about the 
bookstore. '~M y business is to make 
you happy'' ,stated Negron. 
In addition to this public.relations 
move, Negron has proposed to have a 
p::!rsonal deal directly with students 
OU 
whh bl 
,i .'b l.· 
0 . ave pro ,ems 1nl 0 ta1 r 1ng 
b,ooks . 
''We have a perso n nel 
' reorganization program With one full 
time pe~son responsible for gettinQ 
' in formation from the professors and 
keeping an accurate 
1
report and 
record of all books.'' He added that 
last year all this was tak~n cate of by 
, I 
the manager and . assistant manager. 
' H e s tated ''We are still 
' 
' 
esu 
• 
11 ' ' . 
imp ement1n~ systems to get things 
' ' ru r n1ng smooth ly.' ' 1 • 
Negron also asked those studet}ts . 
wHo have inadvertently walked out 
of I the bookstore with locker keys to 
please return them. 
JC oncerning-- rumors about the kstore "being contracted out to an 
outside firm , he said ''We are a 
un'versity store." ~ 
; , 
' 
. 
er 
We may have a jot!> for yoU. Y u may ~e an eng l er;ng, 
• 
' 
At W.R. Grace & Co., we are ' 
lookin,g f°b r outstanding undef gruduates to 
join us l n as er business internship .pro-
g-ram bet eri the junior anQ senior year. 
We ore not looking for i ust any 
Linde raduates. We are looking 'fo r espe-
cially talented ones: 
' 
Students with outstanding 
' academic record s, and witf1 a 
demonstrated interbst in outside 
act1v1t1es ... ' ' ' ' I I ' 
Men arid wo1en 'Ji th a 'genui'ne 
in terest in bus;iness, and with. that 
special mix of imagination and 
' 
abilit't. necesspry for success. 
Individuals of ino~dinate 
' 
curiosity, and the J.,illin'gness to 
leo~n in on uristrucf ured 
environ m e nt. 
I 
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' 
' 
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1 - Ali Rep~ats Win ' 
• 
By Kenneth Swift 
There may be some truth tO the 
sayi·119 tha' t history repeats itself. 
After all at least it seemed true in the 
Ali and Frazier Tuesday night fight. 
Ali with a late surge in the last 
three rounds of a scheduledl 5 round 
bout produced a 14 round TKO 
victory over a tired and obviously 
beateQ Joe Frazier. 
The fight started out with Ali 
taking steady ri9hts and lefts to 
Frazier's p~ad. The challenger, as 
expected, took the fight to the 
chai"np. Frazier, with his style of 
boring in and head lx>bbing, was at 
first able to block some Ci>f the 
champ's blows. As in previous Ali 
Frazier fights, the first rounds were 
almost carbon copies of each other, 
with Ali doing the most damage. 
At one point in the first round, 
Ali hit Frazier five straight times 
before Joe connected with a blow. 
. ' This was the major characteristic of 
the fight . For every punch Frazier 
. . . 
would .manage to land, Ali would 
land three or four. 
The middle rounds see11ied to svvi09 
toward Frazier's favor. He be9\n to 
take soirne strong shots at Ali's head 
and body. At one point Ali looked 
like he was on his way' out, but by 
holding on and laying on the ropes 
he was able to survive some fierce 
punches by Frazier. 
These middle rounds were the 
best rounds for Frazier. The pro·Ali 
• • 
crowd at the Capital . Centre sensed 
that the champ was in trouble. A 
couple of times Frazier maneuvered 
Ali into the corners and really' hit the · 
champ with hard blows to the head 
that sent Ali reeling against the 
ro,pes. Ali could on ly hold -on .and 
push the onrushing Frazier off. 
The 11th to the 14th rounds were 
all Al :'s as he regained the strength to 
• 
' I prdduce combinations at' jabs tha't ste~dily connected on Frazier's head. 
The champ, as it Was in earlier 
Ali1Frazier fights, had the stamina 
an~ will to take charge in the late 
rounds. Frazier, now tired of being 
repeatly hit, began to move 
backward. Anybody who had seen 
Fra!zier fight knows that moving back 
for1 Frazier is a sure sign that 
something is wrong. 
The . probleriis were those Ali 
blows of the early and late rounds 
tha\ were beginning to take their toll. 
Anh when the fire is too hot, one has 
' to !jet out. 
By the fourteenth round , the fight 
' ha~ been decided. Even if Ali had 
·. not j knocked him out, he would 
· surely have . won a , unanimous 
' . decisiQn. Both fighters were ready 
for this fight and both took physical 
beatings. For fourteen rounds both 
fi!Jhj~ers were going at each other and 
in the end, the best man did win .. 
Fra~ier fought a great fight but his 
styl~ and Ali's ability to hit 'him at 
will1 took their t~ll on the challenger. 
l·n a good supporting heavyweight 
bou;t Larry Holmes did the thing to 
Rodney Bobick. For five rounds 
Holmes hit Babick with every type 
of punch known to boxing. Holmes 
' . landed a hard right to Babick head in 
the jsixth and ended that c.ontes\ 
Also live at the Capital 'Centre was 
the World Heavyweight Karate 
Championship between Jeff Smith 
and rKarriem Allah. This full contact 
karate bout, for the mosf part was a 
boring event, with Smith alone 
showing any will to really get it on. 
Allah seemed confused about 
w:hat he wanted to do. He didn't land 
a kick all night. His strong point was 
his punching ability, but to the 
judges that was not enough. They 
ruled 7-4, 7..S, 6-5, in favor of Smith. 
Inmates Seek Justice 
( 1Ve1 Ar-1' • ) By Mike Alexander VS "'fYSlS 
The recent acquittal of Joan Little 
was received with much elation. by 
the Black community, however, t~at 
case only re-enforced the fact that, 
-for Black prisoners, justice does not 
come without struggle. 
One such celebrated case is tha-t of 
Rubin f 'Hurricane'' Carter. The 
former leading middleweight boxer, 
and his co-defendant John Artis were 
convicted of killing three white 
people in an attempt to rob a Bar 
and Grill in Paterson, N. J., in 1967. 
.In another case, Delbert Tibb,:;. a 
36 year otd Chicago Black poet was 
sentenced to death for murder and 
rape in Fort Myers, Fla., in Feb. 
1974. 
The New York Times recently 
reported Tuesday that Governor 
Byrne of N. J. had asked the 
chairman of the New Jersey Q . . ' 
Assembly Jud iciary Committee to 
• review the triple-murder convictions 
of Carter and Artis, and to 
recommend whether pardons should 
be granted . 
That, accqrding to the Times was 
the first inC:tic'l tion that the governor 
' may be leanimg towards a pardon for 
the two men who have maintained 
their innocence all along. The men 
claim that th~y were victi!Tis of a 
·Chicago is locked up in a Florida jail 
wh ite his attorney prepares an appeal 
to 1 his conviction . Tibbs was 
sentenced to death for the shooting 
murder of a man and the rape of his 
16 year old girl friend . 
Among Tibbs' support~rs are· Joan 
Little and Angela Davis who they 
. . 
claim that he was convicted even 
i hough the evidence po·ints to his 
innpcence, as he reportedly was not 
in the area of the crimes at the time. 
Davis, who since her own 
actjuittal has worked for political 
prisoners around the country, told 
supporters at a rally for Dibbs in 
Chicago that ''we have come to raise 
our voices in a united effort that is 
going to resound from one corner of 
the country to another. demanding 
freedom for Tibbs.''· , 
jLittle, who sti ll faces a seven to 
te~ year sentence on breaking and 
eri~ering charges and is f.ree pending 
ap!lleal, told the crowd, ''Delbert 
_Tibbs has not had the kind of 
' publicity he needs. We have to set up 
I . 
a system where you don't have to go 
into a courtroom with one tnillitin 
dol.lars to win freedom." 
SAT's Fall 
by Darryl Gaitwood 
' . 
cons pi racy aimed at them because of 
their civil rights activities in Patersoi;i 
which was in racial turmoil at the 
time of the murders. 
The College Entrance 
• 
• 
• 
, Carter and Artis are both serving 
life sentences . They remain jailed 
despite recantations last year by the 
two principal witnesses' who testified·· 
against them and the discovery of 
''new'' evid~nce which according to 
Judge Sammljel Lerner who Presided 
over the original trial, was 
insufficient to warrant any new 
proceedings. 
ln the original trial the state 
. ' produced two alleged eye-witnesses 
who identified the two men as the 
< 
assailants and reported that they saw 
the:m leave t e bar after shots were· 
fired. · · 
Neither w nessesnor anyone ~lse, 
could testify that they saw tarter or 
Artis actual I~ commit the crime. The 
two chief wf nesses later took back 
their testimqny, asserting that they 
could not p9sitively identify Carter 
and Artis as the men they saw leavi ng 
' the grill. 
They als said they h'ad been 
Coerced to ti by detectives from the 
prosecutor's qffice . 
Despite ttiis, Judge Lerner the 
petition filed lin October Of last year 
to grant the men a new trial. He 
refused to allow the defense to argue 
the ''new'' eiidence and ruled that 
the admissiori's of the two- witnesses 
were unreliab1e. 
In the other case, Jet magazi~ 
reported t t Delbert TibbS of 
Examination Board which 
adnlinisters the national SAT exams 
reported the largest drop in scores in 
l 2 years. The scores declined by an 
average of ten points on the verbal 
section and eight points on the math 
section. 
The College Board compared 
scores to family income and stated 
that there is a correlation between 
lowered parental income and lowered 
student SAT scores. 
One reason suggested by the New 
York Times for the lowered scores is 
that high school students today are 
watching ~ore television than ever 
before, thus using their study time in 
the pursuit of entertainment. 
. I The Times also suggested that the 
high school students are receiving' 
more practical s~ills which will assist 
th.em in the real \vorld as opposed to 
the college classroom. They did not 
elaborate as to what skills are being 
l ~arned which are more practical 
t~an English and Math . 
The College Exam Board also · 
reported 1~t students today who are . 
trying to "l!nter col lege "are not 
botheri rig t~ take the SAT more than 
once whereas a large number of 
students in the past took the exam 
twice or even three ti~s in order to 
increase their scores. 
Officials at the College Bo1rd hilve 
stressed th~ fact that the drop in 
scores are~ ''real'', that is, they 
haven't been caused by variables 1n 
th~ testing procedure . 
' 
• 
• 
' 
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The Congressional Black Caucus sponsored a Media Workshop last weekend f o focus on the need for more 
unity between Black politicians and the Black press. Amorig those in atter.dance were (1-r) NNPA President Dr. 
Carlton· Goodlett; CBC Executive Director Barbara Williams; and MUhammad Speaks O.C. BJreau Chief 
Lonnie Kashif. • 
1st Black T.V. Station Ai1rs· by·Gail Scotton . . 
The firs-t Black -owned and 
operated televisiori station in th e 
continental United States went on 
th e air this week 1n Detroit, 
Michigan. · ) 
TfW! station is owned by the 
International , Free and Accepted 
Modern Mas.qns, an organization of 
350,000 members whith raised the 
$2.7 million necessary to buy and 
equip the station. • 
Th irty-th ree of the stations 48 
employees are Black, according to 
Jerry Blocker, the station 's news 
director . 
. 
Portraying Blacks in Americ"an 
culture as seen by blacks, is the 
philosophy of WGPR -TV Which 
hopes to serve to correct largely 
negative the Black image preser1tty 
viewed on . entertainment programs 
and news reports. I 
WGPR ·TV (channel 62) if 
primarily the creation of Dr. William 
Banks. a 72-year old lawyer from 
• · whom the financial backing wi ll 
come. BankS has I aunched sever Ji 
other Black enterprises such al 
barber shops and" beauty shops. 
Credit is due Banks for transforming 
a financially failing radio station; 
WGPR-FM, into a profitable and 
s uccessful Black-owned statio~ 
• 
the station such as ''A. Time To 
Live'', a Black soap opera written by 
two Black women employed by a 
Detroit newspaper. Local actors are 
now rehearsing for t,his show and 
others. • 
George White, WGPR station 
manager says 60 to 65 percent of the 
programs will be local . These shows 
will run the gamut 
1 
from talk shows 
to game showS to programs on 
gardening and horoscopes. 
The Federal Communications 
grossing$ 1 million annually . Commission required _ Banks to 
According to Banks, making obtain commitments of funds .flr'-Jhe 
money is ~cond~ry to the major goa'I . , operation of the station for at least a 
of ·presenting Blacks in a more full year. Over $3 million in 
positive way in their everyday advertisi ng commitments have · been 
lifestyles. A more truthful side of life obtained for the first -year from 
will be shown in shows produced b~ ma1·or businesses and industries . 
. I 
:,:;~~~) Eritref,~ .. Old Struggle, New Foe 
by Rosalyn Gist and Kadallati l·~lhafre momentum. Then in 1950 the struggle in 1961 under the leadership 
E . . h 1 ~f . ited Nations . passed a U. ·s. of the Eritrean l!iberation Front, r1trea a ot y contested!'!'1eg1on . . 1 (E . . 1 •• 
· N h Af "k h . sored resolution federat,11 g .L.F.) . A Marx1st-Len1n1st group, 
in . art ern _ ri a, as ~ine Eritrea with Ethiopia. The · Eritrean Peoble's Liberation 
prom1ne~ce· r~cently due t'tl-~ the The present war IS th.us a Forces (E.P.L.F.) wl:.s born in April 
dramatic kidnapping of two ' . . . . . · I ·, 1970 Th E p h 
. · · . cont1nuat1on of an h1stor1c struggle . e .. L.P. ~s alledgedly American servicemen by Er1trean . · . I · d · ·: 
. . . . . fo r national 1ndependence. 1, The c a1me respons1b1l1ty for the recent 
guerillas. The fight ing 1n that area 1s E·, ,.1,ean . 1 d • d kidnappin s f · 1 · ·i · . . peop e starte arme g . o part1cu ar s1gn1 1cance s1~ce 1t ::::=:::::::-:;;r---• 
represents the first prolonged ~ .R.ed 
national liberation war to be fought 
by Afrikans against other Afrikans in 
modern times. 
• 
.Because of the fragile ;f ti cal 
unions 1nher1ted from the c on1al 
pericxl and the developm of 
increasingly repressive regimes.,in th e 
''independent'' nations, other such 
wars can be expected to follow . . 
- . . 
Eritrea is a country strategically 
located at the entrance of the Red 
Sea from the Indian Ocean . f cause 
of Ethiopia's insisfance that ltfitrea 
remain a part of that cq~try's 
fedtlration and Eritrea's 1~fiant 
declaration of autonomy, "thqse two 
.,states are at war . 
Since 1953, Ethiopia has received 
more than half of all U.S. mil itary 
.aid to Africa. The Ethiopian army, 
air force, and navy are U. S. trained 
and equipped. This has proven to be 
• 
vital to Ethiopia in it 14 yec-·s war 
with Eritrea . \~' 
Recently, the Ethiopian . a~my's 
occi.ipation of Eritrea has1Jjown 
signs of deterioration and the U . S. 
has in turn steppe.cl up its military 
supplies. The Eritreans have Charged 
the , Ethiopian government · with 
carrying out a campaign of wholesale 
massacres, indiscriminate bo111!:lings, 
and mass starvation. i' · 
·Since febrl1ary, a total bl v kade 
of f'tumqnitarian aid and a co~pletP 
blackout has been imposed 1 the 
Ethiopian military government+ 
' 
-
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Dominican Activist to Hang · 
By Eileen Benjamin 1 I . I · 
backQroun.d of protest and Desmond Trqtter, 21 member of demonstratiorys sin~ the late 1960's, The Movement For a New Dominica 
has been sentenced to hang for the 
alleged murder of an American 
tourist during that island's Carnival 
celebrations last year. 
John Jirasek. the American 
tobt:ist, was shot on the· night df 
Fe~ruary 22,_ 1974. According to 
rep~ts from Dominica, he arrived at 
the hospital at 10:30 p.m., but did 
' not receive adequate treatment until 
7:30 the following morning. He died 
soon afte rwards. 
Trotter now awaits the bppeal 
v ~ rdict . from the British I Privw 
Council - the last effort to sa,ve ttJe 
youth's life. 
Desmond Trotter insists that he 
has been framed. During hi s trial he 
sai'd, '' I again state at this point tha't 
this c'ase is nothing more than a 
vicious frame-up designed to defame 
tl1e beliefs and practices of I and I  
vJho are dedicated to a life ,of truth 
and righteousness." . 1 
0 
''Becaus~ we make known o~ 
• in condemnation of the 14-year. old 
ruling Labor 
1
Government's 
unconsern about t~ose social and 
economic ills that tlave historically 
plagued the region." ~ 
Of Dominica's almost 100,000 
people, 99% are Black. There is 50% 
unemployment, · whi/e 60% of the 
island's arable . Ja nd remains 
uncultivated. The Movement For a 
ND . l .. th ew om1 ca ·stresses e urgent 
. ' 
need for a image that would 
facilitutt?. iriitia th1rust into · the 
depressed areas of the country," a 
Dominican repo Sta{es. 
~ I . I 
There are over 20 other youths 
' also imprisoned in Dominica, some· 
convicted and sentenced and others 
~ awaitin~ trial from charges based 
upon the Prohibited and Unlawful 
Societies Associations Act: 
Similar Jaws are being enforced 
throughout thi? Carib~an region . 
• 
• 
Imports 
Continue 
. .r 
, By Marazere Ubani 
Members of the Congressional 
Black Caucus have expr.essed deep 
concern over the United States' 
cpntinued impo rtation of 
,z;i mbabwean (Rhodesian) chrome 
and ferrochrome following the 
reenactment of the ''so-called Byrd 
~mend ment of 1971''. whidi 
v10,l-3tes the · United Nations' 
.sa~ctions imposed in 1966 against 
the illegal regime in the Southern 
A.trikan country. 
) The white minority government in 
2iimbabwe, it should be recalled, 
J nilaterally cfeclared independence 
1·u.D.I.) in 1965 from Great Britain 
ahd has continued its exclusion .of 
t jtie Bla~k majority from 
participation iii the 
Qovernmen The House of 
Representatives re~nacted the~ Byrd 
Amendment, ''H.R.1287'', on 
Thursday, October 25. A similar bill 
was passed by the Senate last year 
but the House did not act on the 
measure. • 
• i.- This w11s one of the issues 
discussed by the International Affairs 
p8nel of the C011gressional Black 
Caucus' and the Join~ter for 
Political Studies' legisli!.Jive workshop 
held last Friday, September 26; 
\ 975. . . . 
r The ""'.'orkshop deliberated on 
• if su.es affecting the newly e~er9f(nt 
nations of Afrika and Asia with I . • 
regar.d to the Bandung Conference in 
1957 · and the 1961 Be19fade 
' Conference of nonaligned nations. Of 
importance was the· fact that 
seventeen of the twenty-five lea,st 
developed nations and twenty-se'ven 
• • 
of the forty-three countries most 
seriously affected by the"quadrupling 
bf.oil prices in· 1974 are in Afrika and 
the Caribbean. 
While the United States with 
about six percent of the world's 
population, consumes approximately , 
thirty-five percent of the world's 
non-renewable resource-s, 900 million 
Of the world's 2·.4 billion inhabitants 
subsisted .. on less than $75 annually." 
{'~ording to the worJ:c,s.hoP. Robert 
McNamara, president of the World 
. ' . Bank, revealed that these poor_ 
nations live in conditions ''so 
depressed as to be ~below any rational 
definition of human decency." 
Social Workers 
to Meet · 
By De11:tar Miller 
''Mobi lization for Survival ... and 
Be]nd." · 
he National Association of Black 
S ial Workers' first econorqic 
development conference is scheduled 
to begin today and continue throu!tl 
the 5th at the Sheraton Park Hotel in 
Washington, D.C. 
The prime goal of the conferen<;:e 
is to gain economic independence in 
the Black com munity through 
• implementation of specific 
techniques and approaches .. The 
conference will also examine the 
relevance of ''psycho-social'' 
conditionin9' in the Black 
Community as associated with the 
present ''depressed'' economy. 
Specifically, the conference's hub 
of concentration will be on Stat~gies 
and methods for establishing and · 
maintaining businesses, exploration 
~ o 'f investment opportunities, 
effective use of boycotts ·and 
selective buying, the utilization of 
uniOns, the importance of land use, 
cb mmunicati.ons, th·e Black church as 
an -expanded economic resources, 
and the relationship of eccinomics 
arid political power. . 
l The subjects are to be examined 
i'n several workshops and 
mini-courses. 
Slated to speak are the Honorabre 
Jackson, Mayor of Atlanta, Mr. 
'Owusu fSadauki, the honorable 
Parren Mitchell, Maryland 
Conqressmari anQ Dr. Frank Davis. 
I . ·. 
Due to pressure from the Eritrean 
Liberation Front, The Washington 
Post reportE:d on Sept. 19, that the 
Pentagon has apparently decided to 
abaodon one of its communi9ations 
sites in Eritrea. The U.S. m/intains 
the Kagnew Mil \.j · arY 
Communications Base in the ~ijtrean 
capital of Asmara whic~fil the 
PentaQon termed ''exttemely 
important''. 
beliefs, Without fear, which are 
mainly that all land available in our 
country should be made available to 
those willing and dedicated to work .RESEARCH PAPERS • 
It 1s a vital p<irt of , the 
communications network fo_r U.S. 
submarines in the Indian Oce.an iind 
relays the messages of Secretary of 
·state Kissinger duriiig his 'Vl iddl e 
East seeeions. \: ~ 
For the Eritreans, war is 't} new 
phenomenon. They fougl:l"i for 
centuries against occupation~ the 
Turks, the Egyptians, the Italians 
• • 
and the British. 
In the mid -1940's the Eritrean 
struggle for independence gained 
• 
it, and that the results of our joint 
labor should be spared by us in 
accordance with our needs and the 
needs of our country as a whole," he 
conti-nued. Ii 
Dominica, an associated state dt 
Uritain, has an area of 305 square 
miles, and is situated in the 
Caribbean between . the ''French ' ' 
islands pf Guadeloupe to the north 
and Martinique to the south. 
According to a press statement 
issued by the Defense Committee for 
Political Prisoners in Dominica, . 
Trotter's arrest is ''set against a 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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HU to Get 400 New 
· Parking Spkces 
· A ten year plan to improve 
parking facilities for Howard's 
students should yield over 400 new 
spaces within a year's time; according 
to Billy To Norwood , d irector of 
Security and Services. 
The plan which lasts until ·1935 is 
expected to provide by that year, 
eight new parking sites with over 
2,000 new spaces. , . 
''There wefe two sites I felt we 
' needed to get right · awaY." said 
Norwood. 
He not~e d that the area on 
Gresham Street (the foo tball practice 
' area> and another between Harvard 
and Hobart stree ts were better for 
construction purposes becaUse there 
We re no structures to tear doWn-. 
''This cou ld rel ieve us of thi s 
terrible si tuation that'' now exists. 
''Four hundred parking spaces would 
help tremendously ," said Norwood . 
He met with tlie Buildings · and 
Grounds subcommittee of the Board 
o f T ru stees last Wednesday to 
introduce the plan, he said, and th e 
Board advised him to go ahead and 
submit a proposal to a consultant . 
Norwood said that Luther Hill 
• 
parking construction specialist, has 
o ffered Howard the cheapest price at 
.$2,900 per space . He said that a 
• 
~r. op~s1 al will b e subn1itted 
somet111j1e next week ." 
Norw.cod said the re will be 
' . ! . better : securi ty and a monitor 
sys tem'' to guard aga inst cr ime when 
· the neW Sites are completed . 
With the addition of the spaces -
hope_full y by next year - the total 
parking ·facilities for students will 
exceed 800, he said . The 292 spaces 
which the HILLTOP quoted in a 
previous issue did not include the 
spaces on Dunbarton campus , the 
School o·t Business and the Colleges 
of Medi cfne and Denti stry , he added . 
St udeJ1ts are usually given ti ckets 
for par~ing in the alley behind 
Howard Manor between Fa irmont 
and Girard streets, which is public 
owned · l According to Norwood, 
except for the area between 4 th and 
6th streets from Bryan t .to Fairmont. 
all other l stree ts within the campus 
are pubt~· prope rty. . 
''The (the police) are coopera tive 
in taking tickets back from students 
when theiy give them out," said Mr . 
Norwoodl As a result, Mr. Norwood 
said that fhe has not been getting that 
many tic~ets from students . 
Howe1e r. he advised students to 
registe r their vehicles with the 
securi ty offices immediately. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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.Film Contradicts.Warren Report 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Evidence indicating that President 
John F. Kennedy's killer or kille,1s 
are still unknown was revealed' in1Yi 
film and slide showing at C~amt~ 
Auditorium last Thursday night . 
The ,film, owned by Robert 
Groden, a close associate. of social 
activist Dick Gregory, presented facts 
" which contradicted those revealed in 
the Warren Cqmmission 's report. 
An inve stigation carried out 
byDallas Police and the Federal· 
B,ureau of Investigation, which was 
later approved by the commission 
• 
concluded that Oswald shot the 
president from the fifth fl oor of the 
Texas School Depository on Elm 
Street. 
However, Groden said that the 
film disproves this as the bullets fired · 
at the president came frorrl a 
different direction and at a speed 
that was inconsistent with· that of a 
bullet fired from that position. 
' He added that the one fatal bu llet 
which the Commfssion claimed shot 
t9e president in the head and injured 
Texas governor . John Connally, 
' ' could not have done all that 
damage." • 
Results of i~estigations by the 
D<1.llas Police an~the FBI stated that 
only three sflots were fired that day . 
According to Groden , his film 
indicates that ''at least six to nine 
shots were fired.' ' 
Harvey Oswald, the lone assaSsin 
accdrdfng to the Commission was 
I 
' 
later gunned down by Jack Ruby, a 
club owner with alleged connections 
to the Central Intel ligence. Agency. 
The film which covered the 
President's arrival on November 22 at 
the Dallas airport and the ride 
through the downtown . are1a, ended 
~ith the President's car speeding off 
to the hospital. 
The slides presel)ted au·ditional 
photographs of the, shooting and 
other incidents which occurred at 
that time . 
He said Oswald was ''merelt a 
stool pigeon'' who was set up by the 
CIA to take the blame for the 
president's death. ''When theV saw 
that he could prove hi~ innocence, he 
was killed," said Groden _..,,. 
Ph q tographs allegedly taken1 
during the shooting, did not shoW 
anyone at the window fom which 
Oswald was to have fired the fatal . 
shot. lihe film also shoWed the crowd' 
runnin~ in the opposite direction of1 
the de~ository onto a grassy knOll. 1. 
Grdden noted that policemen 
were on the grassy knoll ••chasing· 
assassins .from left tO right." I 
Commenting on Seilator Edward 
Kennedy 's remarks that he was: 
' 'sat isrfied' ' w ith results of the' 
·commission's iiivestigation, hei 
repliedt ''This isn 't J.. family affair. 
Tliat was our preside'nt they killed,", 
he said and emph/sized that it was 
•• ! ,, . ! 
up to LJ S to brl'ng everything to 
light. I 
i 
Hilltoomatt~••• I . J . 
October 16, · is expected to be1 the L · L. / I · ' f h.ghl ! h onn1e 1ston S·m1th , Norman Connors 
( ~ •g ht this year· The Azanian and Jean Carne1 n concert in"Cramtori 
out Afrikan) and Caribbean · Auditorium . 
concert sch~duled is expected to 
~ring diversity to Howard University 
1n the ,way of musir;: {se~ schedule of 
events). · 
• 
• 
I • 
' 
Admission: •1st show $3.00 stucjents 
$4.00 generjll 
2nd show: $3.50 students 
$4.50 general • 
' 
' I 
I 
, I 
The theme for Homecoming this 
year is ''108 years of Ebony Mag!c 
1867 -1975," and t,he e vents 
schedul ed seem to prove just thct. 
The idea behind th is year's message'Js 
to salut~ Howard from the past to 
the present. Ebony Magic will focus 
ori humanitarians from Howard. 1t 
will attempt to re member peoPle 
whohave done things but have been 
''The emphasis this year is on 
people of color. We need to be 
reco·gnized ; this will be OUR 
bic en tenn ial and the baddest 
homecoming ever," says Larry 
' -
' 
forgotten. 
rnternational day, Thursday, 
I • 
~ Pershay. homecoming chairman. 
~ . . . 
Homecoming Schedu l~ 
Tuesday, October 7 I The presentation of the Pyramid 
by the School of Architecture. 
WedneSday, October 8 
Thursday, October 9 
Friday , October 10 
Saturday, October 11 
• 
• 
Greek day (Pro Show) in Cramton 
Auditorium. 7:30 p.m. 
Education day - A pane l discussion 
• 
the Honorable Minister Aboal Hakeem 
Farrakahn in Cramton A·udi torium. 
This presentation might be broadcasted 
live " n 7 :30-p.m. 
J he coronation of Miss Howard in 
'Cramton Auditorium. From that day 
on she will reign and she will 
participate as quee,n in every event 
the reafter. 
7:30 p.m. 
. The annual Pig Bowl in the Howard 
Stadium. ·This it a 'football 'game 
between Camp~ Security and students 
who participate in the intramural 1 
• program. 
3:00 p.m. 1 5:00 p.m . 
. I 
• 
Stanley White (Howard Graduate I • 
ti presents a Mu!ti -Media Production in 
, :i~ lra Aldridge Theater. (Art Exhibits, 
Music, Darice .. Poetry and light shoW) . 
2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m. 
• 
• 
-HUSA 
. 
continued from p. · 1 
grievance office and HUSA will take 
. some form of action'' siad Ferguson. 
Another program, already started 
this semester. is the refrigerator 
~ental program. Approximately 120 
students rented r€f;·igerators throUgh 
the HUSA office for ai,: µrox imately 
$~5 a year. Students wishing to 
obtain a refrigerator must do so by 
September 30. 
Finalfy, HUSA is reportedly 
developing along wit.1 other Black 
schools across Jhe 11ation , a coalition 
of' Black colle'gr. : .. The purpose · of 
'.':his coalition is to form a lobbying . 
force in the · U.S. Congress for 
congressional m<.i:~: es . . A. conference 
is sched··'. ~d for t.1e spring to deal 
wi·· : tr. <: .:-iatter. 
Payroll 
continued form p_ 1 ] 
As far as what will happen to the 
former computer system, Mrs. 
Berryhill statf:ld that she ''would 
guess th.ere's no need (for it)'' unl'ess 
some other- school with the same 
.,. type of system wanted to purchase it 
from Howard. 1 
It was installed to give ''tirrlely 
managerial reports'' according to 
Mrs. Berryhill, as she stated that the 
department was experiencing several 
problems with the old system. • 
I 
I 
Sunday, October ;a 2 
• 
• 
' 
Monday, October 13 
Wednesday, October 15 t 
8 :00 p.m . & 11 :00 p.m. 
The Gospel Revue in Cramton 
Auditorium fe~turing 
Dr. Ty'ler j 
Myrna Summers 
The Speig~1t Sisters 
The Howard University Gospel Choir 
The J .C. White Singers 
' 
• Admission;. $1.00 student 
• $2.00 general 
' 6:30 p.m . - 9:30 p.m . 
The awakening o'f the Pyramid at 
12:00 a.m . 
• 
~ · A Dawn Oafioe at the School of 
Architecture • 
1 :00 a.m. ' I 
I 
Variety ShOWf Admission : Free · 
I • 
An lnternatiohal Speaker (to be 
announced) scheduled to speak in 
Cramton Auditorium during the ,. 
l 
l 
" I 
. ' 
__ afternoon. t 1 · · , · . _ .l 
FASHION S~OYJ in Cramton Au1dit0rium 
Admission : F.ree ' 1 
• 
Thursday, October 16 
. JI International Day (Foods, Crafts , and Dances on campus> 
. l ~ :00 a.m. -16 : 0~ p~m . ' . ·' 
• 
• 
• 
Friday, October 17 
I • 
Saturday, October 18 
' 
I 
.. ., 
' 
• 
.. j 
Sunday, Octobeits· 
' ' 
• 
' Wednesday, October 22 
• 
• 
' 
' 
. . 
Hugh Maseke\a. Ndiko Xaba, and 
Zulema in concert at tramton 
Auditoril1r:i .. -. l 
. • ...... ' 
. . 
Concert admission : 
J 
$4.00 students ... 
$5.00 gene ral :· ··, · 
. . .... 
. ·:~ 
$4.50 ' ": 
8 :00 p.m. & 11 :00 p.m. $5.50 2nd sho..,j:~_,. 
. I .. .. _.r;:, •• 
• 
A Pep Ra!IV arid An Aihletic Awards -~;Jl:,i· 1 
Presentation and Firewo.rks Display :, ~ 
1 
in Howard St~dium (In case of r4in :. . ' ' 
Cramton Au, torium) 
The Queen's Bell; place to be 
announced ·j. ' • 
• Admission : $2.00 student 
$3.00 general ' 
11 :00 p.m. _l 2:00 a.m . 
HOmecoming Parade \"' ~ 'l start .:t 
How;:i rd ::;tadium, make a stop at Mary 
Bethune mon'ument where refreshriients 
will be provided and the parade will 
' 
end at R.F .K. Stadium. 
9:00 a.m. 
• 
Homecoming Game (Howard U. vs. 
Virginia State> at R.F.K. Stadium, 
1 :30 p.m. 
A Homecomil g Gala at the D.C. -.. 
Armory . Thi~ d·ance will be attended ' 
by Alumni an"d Howard stude.nts. 
4 :30 p.m. ·1 
Admission : $3.50 student 
$5.00 general 
Issac Hayes and Crown Heights Affair • 
in concert in the Men's Gymnasium . 
..... 
' 
. 
'I~ 
' . 
r 
• I 
Admission : 
.1st show I 
' 
$4.00 student 
1
(H.U.) 
$4.50 student (other) 
$5.00 general 1 
2nd shows $6.00 ALL 
I 
Film Festivar iro Cramton Auditorium 
featuring fivJ movies to be annbunced 
Admission : Free ' 
2:00 p.m. - idnight 
; 
First Soccer home game 
Ftoward Vs Fbderal City College in 
• 
1 :O[fp.m. 
• 
L 
•The embassies helped i putting 
lnte(national day together and WOL 
and WHUR will have full cdverage of 
the Hom~oming activities. l • • ' • 
" 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
.. 
' 
( 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• Who Runs· HU? 
·I I 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
Dr. Cheek and the other bosses, THE HILL TOP 
faculty, and students wan1t to know: 
What is the "confidenii,al" Arthur D. Little Report 
that we students and faFulty members cannot see? 
(THIS REPORT ALLEGEDLY IS A PLAN TO RE-
VAMP HOWARD.) 
Why was a massiv.e program like the computer reor-
ganization tested on the entire University? Did you 
know . that such inefficiency caused employees to be 
overpaid, underpaid" or not paid at all? 
Why did you assure students last spring that Dr. Wei-
. sing would not be fired and wait until we left for the 
summer to carry it oµt? 
Why must Faculty . tenure "result from a recom-
mendation made by an administrative unit of the Uni-
versity that has been approved by the BOARD OF 
' 1'.R USTEES? 
Why does an applicant bereft of promotion have only 
·;a privilege" of·0requesting an audience with you and 
the responsible dean? Did you mean "a right" to an 
· audience? · 
WHO IS RUNNiNG THIS UNIVERSITY? - Is it . 
the government, ·the, military, the administration, the 
faculty, the students or the Board of Trustees? 
Inmates Wait 
. 
It has been said that all oppressed people are 
.prisoners. Reacting to the wt~chedness of our social 
conditions, some are driven -to commit crimes. For 
them is reserved the loss of the most elemental free-
doms. They languish behind bars until, usually by some 
desperate act, they are thrust back into our conscious-
ness through the media. 
Last week three letters appeared in this paper from 
bro(hers in prisons, requesting literature and mail. We 
are pleased to note that there was at least one almost 
immediate response (see letters to editor) . 
In some rare instances a concerned public will focus 
q,n particular cases and force justice to be done. On 
page 4 of this issue, there is a story on the celebrated 
cases of Rubin "Hurricane''. Carter and Delbert Tibbs. 
On the same page is the story of a 21-year old brother 
in the Caribbean waiting to be hung. Across the world 
the'· poor and Black fill the ·cold, lonely cell-blocks. In 
''this country -alone, as Commission Benjamin Hooks 
· no tes in a story on out front page,' 60 per cen't of prison 
o·ccupants are Black. 
• 
As economic conditions worsen, the number of new 
inmates to be taken from among ·us can be expected to 
increase. As things are, the federal government spends 
1nore to keep men behind bars than it does on the .edu-
cation of Black college students. This money is used 
for, among other things, growing behavior modification 
programs. 
As the 'educated few, we students have a responsibil-
.ity to use • our talents in th'e interest of the entire com-
,111unity, including the unfortunate members "on the 
olher side of the fenc~." Take the time to Write or visit . 
'an inmate soon. Re.member Malcolm, Nkrumah, 
Muhammad, Gandi - in short - all true prophets and 
liberators were once also prisoners . 
• 
• 
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J 
Words of Wisdom 
We may have come over\J,n .different ships, but we ~re . all 
on the same boat. 'i Minister Farakhan 
• 
''If Watergate taught us anything , it is that eternal vigilance 
is the price for liberty'' Hon. Ben Hooks 
' The problem in America \s not that the top 100 corporate 
men violate the law: the pr1 blem is they write the l~ws. 
· 'fi · ' Nicholas Johnson 
~ for FCC cha irman 
''Don't nothin come to a sleeper but a dream, and whe11 
he wakes up ever1. th_at's gone!'' 
''A good teacher is like a ~andle; he consumes himself to 
' light the way of others." , 
, 
' ' • • 'j.~ • 
""' 
• 
• • • • 
Letters 
• • 
• 
Coonskin-Anin ated Blaxploitation 
~ . 
Dear Editor , 
By now all of us· should be 
familiar with the film world's feelings 
about Black people. Not only that, 
' but their idea of ''Black'' r1· 1ms 
speaks tO the fact that they carf'_ rot 
what we think of ourselves. Thui . the 
I 
scum of the. earth _is put betof~ us 
and our children in the forrti of 
images. 
This newsprint shall not be wasted 
to go into what should be thought of 
.People who perpetuate such 
destruction in our minds and 
• 
· communities. Instead, this space shall 
~used to .explain why a film suCh as 
''Coonskin'' is dangerous and why 
Black filmmakers must work 
diligently to counteract this 
tpropaganda~ 
Secondly, we must stop 
underestimating the power of film 
images. Jl"emember - he who 
c9ntrols th~ image controls the rhan . 
One European, Josef Stalin, once 
said, ''Give me the · cinema and I'll ' 
run the world." 
Thirdly, perhaps there was one 
message in the film which came in 
'the form of the white/Miss America . 
' She was accurately portrayed as a 
treacherous street-walker who acted 
·as bait for Black men to halt ''the 
revolution." Otherwise, she occupied 
herself . with • screaming rape and 
rejoiced at the sight of hanging Black 
bodies. This is America no doubt . 
Many may inquire, well would 
you view the film in any diffe;rent · 
light had it been created by a Black 
artist? Of course not. I 
The images dealt with are 1 stilJ ,_ 
negative. Any attempt by a r"Jac~ 
filmmaker to produce such a dirt job 
' ' 
I 
• 
• 
• 
I • 
' 
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l . 
e truggle C~ntlnues: 
Blacks Make 
. . ' 
,Me4ia Gains 
Black Communicators across the 
country hav~ been very ~ctive ; in 
recent days, ~nd fortunes ' h11ve taken 
a swing upwards. . . 
In DET~OIT, the 1st Black 
owned and operated television 
statiori insidJ this country went on 
. ' . 
the air this week. Two initial signs 
from the station's management give 
cause for optimism. 
Given that · about 70% of the 
employees are Black, WGPR-TV is 
making good its opportunity to 
provide jobs for media Blacks. In 
addition, the program director has 
said that over 60% of the 
• 
• 
' l 
• 
' 
' programming wi ll be locally :!>._ 
pr,oduced in · order ~to provide Hodari Ali :. 
alternatives to · tpe stireotyped t 
images projected by the networks. press met with members ·. bf th'e 
In total, there are five !Slack Congressional Black ·caucus in 1a 
licensees of U.S. te levision! stations. special media workshop last Frida'{ . 
Two Black·owned network affiliates :f'he ~mphasis here was on the neeCt 
are on the air in the Virgin Islands . for u n~· ty and g re a te· r 
Two other groups, one in /f;Jashville communica ions between ' Bla~k 
and one here at HQward University, politiciins an the Black press. . 
have licenses and are due bn the air While speakers like Dr. Carlt0;n 
in 1976. The Detroit station is Gopdlett, president of the National 
; ' . ' 
owned by the Free Mason.s.1 Nev..spapers Publishers Association 
In NEW YORK; lony Bro'1!(1 has called on the Black Caucus to ~ 
proudl ,Y announced that ~lack · mar~ open with its information a1d 
Journal , the ncltionally-i'elevised responf.ive to the needs oft'¥ Black 
Black . public affairs program, has · press, the re was little actual time to 
survived, been ''underwritten' and will · discuss the mect-.anics f6r sucti 
begin ·its new season in Jari uary. The unity. Hopefully ~ore time will be 
Jourha l will highlight inforrRation on set aside next year for that purpose. 
Blacks and the Bicentennial . Sii gn if icantly, at least Lonn,ie 
Black Journal was black1ed out (or_ Kashif of Muhammad Speaks urged 
whitedout) in major cities this past that the Black Caucus go beVond ifs' 
seasqn because the local f, ublic TV the ime of ''From Ch'ar1ging 
stations complaine9 the how was lnstilf.utions to Using lnstituti~ns," to· 
too expensive. 0 .K. Th s season, building institutions . 1 - 1 
because Pepsi-Cola h;:is gi ~en . a grant His point was . and. the qoi~t ~f 
to cover expenses, the program will this column is, simply, that .BlaCk 
be distributed tree of ch~rge to all people will control the images a.-,d 
public :rv stations. I wonder what information in the mass media only 
the excuse will be this time. when we assume economic control of 
In WASHINGTON, D.C ., our efforts. Fortunately some are 
prominent members of the Black working towards this end. 
. . • . I 
·Bring It Down Front'. 
Of ' 
. I 
Grandparents 
• an cl 
I 
First, the film is an attempt to 
make a social statement through the 
use of various animals and characters 
t o represent the races. The 
interactio~etween character-s 
" consists I r y of Black-on-Black 
could only be interpreted as treason. 
H· e wpuld have to be 
excommunicated . • 
Ho 
I 
because it's a riew day . Yet. 
somewhere in the back of mY. mind,, I 
'C?n ,hear little Em"mit Till ' c~lli ng for 
help. as they lynch him. and !through 
his lbddy into the ' rushf.ng waters of 
the r Mississippi. ·Yet, someJ..here •in 
tbe ~ack of my mind, I can"still see 
honesty, decency,_and respect as vital 
strings to our living harp. I lean still 
see
1 
the relationship Of oUr 
gra r dparents struggle and our 
strJggle here at Howard as being the 
main recepti on in our educational 
wedlock. 
' 
crime, ·typi of most of the other 
''Blaxploi tation'' films. 
Ralp h Bakshi, a white 
fi lmmmaker, is no different than 
those folks who brought us 
''Mandingo." That is, they ar~ all 
white moviemakers and their message 
is clear: Uphold the corrupted values 
o.f white America at the expense of 
the Black image. 
Bison Fan 
Dear Editor, 
To you folks who cry ''Oh no we 
lost," I say wipe your tears and pang 
tough. Muhammad Ali once loit to 
•f razier and Norton . The Miami 
' Dolphins were defeated by I the 
Pjttsburgh Steelers. . ' 
Winners are born to lose; it is the 
nature of a winner to win, lose and 
then win again . The real test of a 
winner is winning the second \ ime 
around. 
I predict that we are a wi 1ng { 
team. What do you think? ' 
Nathan Bobian 
The quest is for us to become our 
own image·makers. The sooner we 
take charge, the sooner we will be r, 
about helping our race to survive. 
And to ·those critics who scream of 
• defending artistic freedom - later for 
you . This fight js to save our Black 
lives. 
Mayimuna Ali 
·Prison Response 
Editdr's Note: The following 
letter is in responSf!_ tq a letter from 
Bro. Angelo X, a prisoner . which was 
published last week. 
Dear Mr. Angelo X, • 
In response to your lette"r to THE 
HILLTOP of Howard University , I 
am pleased tO send, under separate 
cover, a copy of the 1974 BISON 
yearbook f0r your perusal. 
• Best wishes for an early release . 
Sincerely, 
William V. Keene ! 
Executive Assistant to the 
Vice ·President for Student Affairs 
' 
•• Maybe, JUSt, maybe our 
' ' ' ' gran~parents wouldn't understand 
/ wher e~ptained to them tha,t we oo 
longer believe in their value system -
that:i we now believe in a Mercedes, a 
$40\000 home, and PLAY?OY or 
PLAYGIRL magazines. Perhaps, they 
wouldn't understand when We ' tell 
This week th is c.olu~n' will not 
relate to some' of yo~, lperh;'ps. To 
others. it wi ll hit home. I'm sur; that 
we all remember our gra'ndparents or I • 
stories about them . They were men 
and women \"-'ho dema1ded reSP&Ct. 
Men and woryien whose strength was 
beyond rep'foach. They struggled 
hard in order that we might have 
' therr.. that we now want t? ~ela,x, 
considering the fact that Blacks in 
. ' 
the ~.S . and across the world are s~ill 
religibu"sly vying for position in 
cemete'ries. Perhaps, they wouldn't 
I . ' d . understand since How,.ar 1s 
''Soldier T anyaf' • 
' some type of a chan~ in this uhjust 
world. They died in order that we 
may live . They suffered so that our 
mothers and f~thers wou ld have 
better than· they. ReallV. their only 
demand of us was: ''get an education 
and make something of yourself, 
respect your fellow man, and love 
considered a Black institution that 
we, as Black students interested in 
the best education possible, are 
waging a battle with the 
admini stration to receive the best 
education. HoweVer, oUr 
!fandparer1ts would understapd when 
we tell the administration that we no 
longer accept second rate instruction, 
second rate librarie~ .secqnd rate 
books, second ; ate bookstores or 
Editor ia l from THE 
PANTHER 
September 29 ,I 1975. 
BLACK 
So, Tanya, born Patricia Hearst, 
much sought after 'soldier' · of the 
alleged revolutionary a.rmy that 
claims responsibility for thE'. brutal 
murder of Black Oakland 
· Superintendent of Schools, M8rcus 
Foster··the same army that suffered 
the flaming deaths of five 'close 
comrades-in-arms,' sails into custody 
with clenched fist and broad smi~e. 
signing 'Urban guerilla , 
self-employed.' l 
''Strange, how after the 
murderous assult on the 'safe house' 
in Los Angeles in June of last year, 
the publicly stated threat by Ta'nya 
and her mentors William and Emily 
Harris that they would die fi~~ti~g 
rather · than be taken by the ~med 
might of 'the fascist i~ and the 
caches of weapons f.~und 1n their 
'safe house,' all went so 
smoothly·-almost ·as if it had been 
planned : 
''Have you ever seen a Black 
person arrested in this country? Have 
you ever seen the treatment reserved 
for a Black American even suspected 
of being any kind of revolutionary, 
militant, or guerilla? George Jackson ; 
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King~ Jr. , 
Fred Hampton, and Scores more, are 
all dead. Yet, these children o1 the 
White establishment come floating in 
on the wings of general goOd Jheer 
and are sprayed with bouquets of 
yellow roses. 
''Are we expected to take 
seriously U.S. District Court Judge 
Oliver J. Carter's revoca~ion of bail at 
the preliminary hearing last week 7 
By the time you read this 'Patty' will 
probably be ensconced in the Hearst 
family mansion stop one of San 
Francisco's several hills . 
''This silver spooned 'urba n 
guerrilla' was so frightened when FBI 
agents and cops pounded on her back 1 
door that she-literally wet her pants 
as they entered, pistols apologetically 
draw11. No matter. These servants of 
the ' •fascist insects' were~kind enough 
to permit her to change into dry 
pants before escorting h.er out of the 
house and into .the .waiting, 
chauffered car that would take ~er to 
her j::>ost·underground television 
debut. 
''Be on guard all you who 
misguidedly aided this qu~·rtet in i ts 
19-month' flight. Your honest 
concerns for justice and naive 
commitment to revolution have 
unwittingly made you prime 
targets." 
God." · I 
How well do I reme.,mber ' my 
grandparents an(j the tilnes ·that they 
wou ld sit me on their ~ nees and tell 
me of days of long agoll How well do 
I remembe.r. But . now those 
memories are in a constant state, 
- threatened by so me of my fellow 
colleagues· who someHow say that 
• those days of long ago no longer 
matter. They say that it is a new day . 
-Y:hey say that the ti le hoses, the 
police dogs, the church bombings, 
the ' lynchings, ·and helping your 
brother are of little importance now 
I 
second rate minds . j .. 
The problems of the world are too 
", ' great for us to lie to 1 ourselves- any 
' 
• longer. We now know that the 
administration of HoW:ar'd University 
ml!st and .will hear .our plea. ~e 
understand as our granpparents 
understood the old axiom, ''Oh what 
a tangled web we weave wbE!n first 
we practice. to deceive~' ' 
If society is as cancerous as they 
say, and if educatiop is the true 
surgeon - then Howbrd University 
must provide the sur,9ical scalpel in 
' whi.ch to cut this cancer9us bacteria 
from our society. Up! · Up! ' Up~ you 
migity race. Go forward into the 
world in need of thee . 
• 
t Where's My Pal . 1 
Dear Editor, • • 
Please be kind enough to show !Tie · 
whfre. my campus pal 
1
is. Wave'rly 
''Tpny'' Webb, Chairma~ Of Campus 
Pals, introduced to me by letter to • 
Veronica Flemin9. Add tess 453 S. 
Broad St., Glen Rock, N!J. 07452, as 
my pal . At the time I was at home ip 
Kehya . I wrote to tQis ~ady but she 
didn't reply. I '-
If she is here a~ the u ~ iversity, she 
can contact me at Drew! !;tall, Room 
217. .. ,, . 
Also, I have frlen~s ir\ Kenya who 
·• 
' 
• 
are very eager to h~Ue ,penpal~ f~om · 
.Howard University. They would 
prefer Black females. Those who are 
interested can contact me. at my , 
room between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. ' 
In case they cannot maj{e it, they 
can drop a note with their name, 
addi"ess, age, a passpo~t stze .photo, 
and the things they like ~.t. !•will 
contact the people at the other end . 
/Maybe they v_.iilt have a. ch.ance to 
see Ken'f:a. ' 
_Thank you. 
Jacksqn K. Koga 
' 
• 
) 
-
( 
I 
I 
• • 
! 
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- Student Struggles Span ·the Globe 
• 
Are you aware that Black 
American Students are not the only 
one's fighting for their right tp a 
. , 
better education? 
' 
people are unwilling to ~ pacified 
by promises of future 'privileged 
positions in the ranks of th.e petty 
bourgeosie (middle class) . 
Countries hit by this recent wave 
of student protest include South 
Korea, Nigeria, Laos, Greece, Spain, 
Dahomey, Kenya, Burma, Canada, 
and Azania (South Africa). 
Some protests have centered on 
the familiar demands for academic 
reforms arid student participation in 
the· development of university policy. 
Others have arisen in response to 
. ' 
worsening economic conditions 
which are strangling the world's 
working people, or in answer to 
other forms of repression by 
undemocratic governments and the 
economic interest that furnish them 
steam. 'j 
In several Afrikan countries 
On campuses around the world, 
' the rumblings of student discontent 
are escalating into full blown storms 4 .students have r demonstrated their 
of protest. Thousands of yoUng opposition to the priorities of their 
Women in Islam • 
' 
• 
• 
• 
"), ,,,.,, ' ,-. ,,. 
~~i 
, 
. 
''Look, into my shy eyes, 
A mystery to unveil . • 
• 
• 
Strengrh of secrets before your 
birth, 
Pre-na% scars I bare.'' . 
from a poem entitled 
.. 
' • 
• 
''Mystery Woman'' by 
Zehraa'a UI Mahdi 
In the name of Allah, the Benificent, 
the Merciful . All praiSes due to Allah. 
. BISMILLAH EL RAHMAN EL 
·RAHEEM. Hamdul·lil'ah. 
• 
Beautiful, pure, _woman creafed 
ft1r peace, wl:iy haVe you twisted and 
tormented man's mind with yo1.:1r 
exposed body and your i'mmodest 
~ay1 of life. Woman, made to 
compl iment the mind, why do you 
test and tease ; give the mind a home 
of pollution ; give children's 
i maginations a playground with 
death tr~ and give the world in -
gene ral sleepless nights with screams 
of agony once realizing the trap of 
• your deceptive game? Deep inside., 
your heart bleeds for help - even 
you are screaming - but you have all 
but destroyed your help-mate . 
Islam offers the challenge of true ' 
womanhood fo r those who recognize 
the light . Woman was never intended 
to suffe{ competition with men but 
• 
was paved a path of pe'aceful 
co-existence as a complimentary 
enerqy force. Even with her various 
cyqlic changes and personalities fr,o rri 
Aries, the Ram; to Pisces, the Fish, 
she is still woman. A pioneering 
woman is more receptive of new 
ideas ·and challenges while the more 
subtle, relaxed woman is comfortable 
in the tried and true. Both, necessary 
functions. 
Many things are misunderstood 
about Islam. Some things were 
deliberately distorted to avert our 
eyes from the truth. such as 
overemphasis on the material things 
of the world.othei things were lost 
to our souls - a matter simply of 
space and time. 
There is a never ceasing battle in 
the world. Those of this world are 
miserable - and truly misery loves 
company. It is the seat of jealousy, 
vanity and affogance. Woman's fight 
is to be her true self . 
An example of a gross 
mi~understanding of women in Islam 
is the misconception of the veiled 
muslim woman. Many look upon the 
veil as a negative barrier between the 
woman and society - not so! As a 
woman grows more internally 
beautiful in purity and light, her 
radiance becomes ecstacy! 
A lower level mentality often is 
unable to respect that which is not 
understood and therefore cannot 
'handle this type of beauty with the 
respect it commands. So to protect 
her from worldly disrespect and the 
world from the punishment of 
abusing Allah's sacred flower, Islam 
guards her with veil and sword. 
Islamic women of varying cultures 
. and schools of thought - those 
called Islam and some which are not 
(the names belong to men - the 
concept to God) - are ttie most 
beautiful women on Earth 1. They 
willingly cherish their " roles as 
home-makers. 
They are not disgraced but 
blessed . Unless one is caught up in 
deadly physical deception , and 
·-unaware of the hidden treasure of 
absolute realify, one cou.ld not miss 
the mystic beauty of the lovely 
\sla·mic full moon, a vision of 
ecstacy. 
• 
• governments which result : In 
inadequate funding of schools. ·Fights 
were take,n up by Canadian studen.ts 
agains_yehanges in admission polici~s 
and standards. 
In many instances stu den.~s are 
recognizing the inadequacies and 
ineqLiities in their colleges and 
univers1t1es as problems interwoven 
with other political, economic and 
social factors . An inCreasing numbe ~ · 
are aware that their educational 
institutions function as part of a 
superstructure (ideas, institutions, 
' governmental structures) supporting 
and supported by an economic base. 
Student demonstrations in Spain 
during the first months of 1975 
reflected this type of wider view. An 
important December demonstration 
saw 200,000 workers and students 
desert factories and classrooms in the 
Basqu~ provinces in su pport of 
political prisoners being held i1 
Spanish jails and in support o ·. 
political freedom in general. H 
The action, called by lefti st labo,rl 
and political organizations, was thlt' 
largest political strike in Spain in 26 
years . • 
In several countries the necessi ty 
for relating student ' struggl es tO 
worker struggles was given concrete 
expression in actions as well as 
demands. 
Laotian students had the support 
of. many Laotian USAID employees 
when theY seized the compound ir 
Vientaine in May. The U.S. Agenc{ 
for International Development ll{ ? 
Al~) had been identified by them \,( 
a f{ont for CIA activities in th~ 
country. As a resul t of the actiofs 
and negotiations· which followed, the 
offiCe was abandoned by the U.S. 
As ·students ha ve attacked 
government policies, responses by 
these governments and the interests 
they represent have been simi lar. A 
commission. of the minority regime 
in Azania (South Africa) has shown 
its contemp.t about acti vities of Black 
students in that country. It 
recommended steps to combat the 
' 'subversive'' efforts of Blac! I 
students to . organiz~ i nte.rnation~ 
boycotts against the gover..nment and 
push for higher wages 'for workers . 
In many coun tries, schools have 
been closed, hoping tci di sperse and 
weaken the force. of protest (Korea, 
Spain, Kenya and others). Students 
have been confron ted with 
government troops armed with 
weapons ranging from tear gas to 
submachine guns . Civ il rights of 
students have been denied . Hundreds 
have been expelled and/or jailed in 
an attempt to isolate leaders. 
However, in nearly all cases, the 
re sponse of students has been 
) increas ing militancy and more 
protest demanding the release .of 
p~isoners and opposing acts of 
repression. 
These struggles shoul d further 
inspire Howard students to continue 
the fight for tower tuition and better 
academics today . 
(Join the February 
.Movement. Call 387-3556.) 
Fi tS t 
. . 
, · ;. · Nigerian Editor Talks of Home 
,
1
. By Titilayo , . , · 
• 
j 
Turi Muhammadu, editor of ''New . N1ger1an s shares were bought by the Lagos. It is crowded, the cost of 
· Nigerian Newspaper'' spent pa rt of a present government after the coup. living is high , there is traffic 
four week tour o'f the U.S. here in • Some estimates say it is now 60 congestion and crime.'' Government 
Washington and announced ' percent government owned. serVants are reportedly refusing to 
FESTEC' s postponemen t , a Muh~mmadu said ''the people work in Lagos because of these 
governmental revamp, and ''realistic want to return to civilian government condition·s. -
moderation'' as part of present as promised by General Yakubu Muhammadu stated '' Lagos has no 
Gowan, the deposed head of state ." land to expand. Kaduna has facilities Nigeria. 
Bef o re a Howard audience, Muhammadu said civilian andiscentral(inlocation) ." 
.Muhammadu said he was on a government was promised by the Politically , Muhammadu said 
.. h . .. h · · 1· present regime also. ''Military Nigerians have always been ''quiet ''s1g t-see1ng tour af t e 1nv1ta ion 
of the State Department . His government," he added, ''is an and considerate in our opinions and 
· h aberration .'' express;ons." Asked whether Niger ia sc hedule included meetings wit 
f I d Muhammadu said all youths may use her oil as a :·world-wide ''top'' State Department o ficia s an 
. S · d 1 (including studnets) are compelled to po1;1;cal pawn'' to force tsrael i'ntO the press, including Eric ever1e o 
serve in a new National Youth compliance with pre -' 67 war 
CAS. Service Core designed to develop boundar',es he said, ''We have neve 
"1 Muhammadu stated that despite 
, continuing calls for money, flight ''leadership training." He said the neVer been vulgar . We use realism and program is designed to get Nigerians moderation abroad . Only a mino rity 
arrangements and hotel reservations _ ..t!. d 
t o '' krrow their country an wants us to throw our weight ,-by ' ' official'' and ''unoffi cial' ' 
sources, the Second World Black and 
._e.frican Festival of Arts and Culture 
·( F E STACJ is '' postponed 
• 
indefinitely." 
The festlval was scheduled to take 
place in late November until the 
military coup took place about 3 
months ago. Muhammadu said the 
government is cond uc ting an 
investiga ti on of alleged 
mismanagement of FESTAC's fu nds . 
Nigeri a 's Daily Times quotes 
Anthony Enahoro, president of the 
Festival as saying he was not guilty 
of the allegations 'and he hopes ''the 
audit can still be carried out with 
despatch.' ' Auditors · 'from Trinidad, 
Ethiopia , and the Cameroons were 
scheduled to begin auditing on 
~ugust 2B but were delay~d by 
Nierian developments according to 
the Daily Times. 6 
.. Over 50 percent of the New 
• 
•, 
appreciate the good factors that bind around." He added , ''We want"' to 
us ." build school s and develop our 
On.e Nigerian accused the country." Nigeria is reportedly the 
govern"'.lent o·f disproportionately world's tenth largest oil producer . 
giv ing scholarships to students in· Muhammadu was asked whether a 
Lagos state (one of 12 states) . merging of government and press 
Muhammadu said , 'I don't know th would seriously impair the peoples · 
politics of the situation'' but, t he ' 'right to know'' or take away 
would take it to the govern nt. He freedom. He replied, ' 'No one (law) 
said he was not a representative of can give you freedom. You have to 
the government . take it . As long as the government 
Other ' Nigerian students cited and press exists you will have 
instances where they had beerl conflict . The public's interest to the 
harassed, beaten·, and jailed by local pressis not necessarily t_he same as 
D.C . police withou.t cause . public's interest to thegoyernment." 
ApparentlY astonished, Muhammadu 
responded, ''Any Nigerian with a He added , ' 'There is on ly ~ne 
Nigerian passport is entitled by right newspaper The Daily Times ~hich 
Can Pay its own way." According to to.protection.'' 
Muham.madu spoke of plans to Muhammadu, British shareowners 
determine the feasibility of changing have 52 percent of its stock. ''We 
the capitol of Nigeria to Kaduna. He can't have too ,many of these 
said ''people are not satisfied with (foreign) companies in the country 
the living conditions in the city of ~(!~ ,"he commented . 
' 
oints • r • • 
Student Gov ernment Viewpoi·nts 
James Austin
1 
- ~usiness 1 Council ,President. 
of the soi l, in ba nk accounts, in pe~ cen t (17%) of ihe U.?. 
Seventy.five years ag? Dr. Booker 
T. Washington said, '' .... At ,the 
bottom of education, at the bottom 
of politics, even at the bottom o
1
f 
religion itself the re must be fo r our 
race as for all races, an economic 
fo4 n dation, , economic prosperity, 
i·ndeed economic independence." 
Upon saying this , he founded the 
National B1:1siness Leag1,1e as an 
incorporated body dedicated to : 
'' Eliminate the isolation of the Negro 
• or minority community from that of 
the business community at large ; to 
stimulate civic pride and eliminate 
racial prejudice and discrimination ; 
and to prevent the contintied 
deteriorat~on of Negro or minority 
businessmen through education by 
encouragirlg and aiding sa id Pefsons 
in seek ing and taK ing advantage of 
business opportuni ties wherever such 
opportuni t ies can be found ." . 
On October 81 1975, 75· years 
af,er its founding by Booker 'r. 
Washington, the National Business 
League will convene its Diamon1d 
Anniversary Convention dedicated to 
''Unity for Economic Par i~y'' in 
Boston, Massachusetts. A. people's 
co nve nti o n that addresses the 
economic security of all who must 
' 
exi st in a system which s1,.1rvives on 
the pu rchasing power of its citizenry. 
Our system is the free enterprise 
which i~ the" cornerstone of ~ree~ol11 
in an independent republic. Tile 
watchword ' is an .anthem which rlo 
' mar1 fails to solve - it is a battle for 
self-hood and equality which has no 
enemy. 1 
On the Diamond Anniversary of 
the fo unding of the National 
Business League, _ we are reminded of 
the wisdom and insight of t~e 
renowned educator and businessman 
when he said: ''No people ever got 
upon its feet and obtained the 
respect and confidence of the world 
, 
- which did not Jay its foundations 
in successful business enterprises . 
Business, co mmerce and th e 
ownership of property do not 
embrace all the in terest of our 
. ' . people. But one cannot find today a 
habits of thrift and economy and in population, yet accoLtn~or only 
I 
business enterprise>." · · fOu r per cent (4%) o~ tl)e :more 
The National Business League set than twelve billion business 
' the precedent fo r the organized enterprises in this col!ntr.Y, and 
'· protection and, enhancement of the on ly seven tenths of one per cent 
free ent"'erprlse system for all of it.he total business receipts. 
Americans. It was borp of a simple • In spite of th,e fact that 
pr.inciple: namely, that society's • minorities own four per cent (4%) 
prevailing ina.bility to mend the of all American businesses, less 
1
social ills of t~e nation that are irl ~ than or1e per cen t ' (1%) of the 
part reflective of the failure of the $ 120 billion in Govern.ment 
1 Am e ~i can ~c o rlom ic t sy_s~em to 
funct ion equ itably. Recognizing this 
failure, Booker T. Washington , 
through his precepts, visions, . and 
inspirations, gave to thJs organi zation 
it s distinctive commitment - a 
devotion to the freJ enterprise 
. I 
system and to the rig7t , ·of every 
Am e rica n ·to full, uninhibited 
participation in that system. 
In case you we're unat..are, we are 
1 less than 9,000 days from the year 
I • 2000 - 9,000 days from the turn of 
the century: At that juncture in 
his·(ory, Black Americans must . not ~ 
be embroiled in discUssions on the 
survival of Black ec;oonomics. Yet 
only thro ugh unity, complete 
dedication of purpose and action, 
today , ,can we guard against that 
eventuality. The crises We face as 
Black students are the crises of the 
entire society, these causes go deep I to the very mar row of ou r so.cial, 
political and economic systems. Take 
a look at these statistics : 
• Five per cent (5%) of the 
families in America cdntrol nearly 
ninety -five (95%) of the 'wealth in 
thi s country. ' 
• The percentage of minority 
occupied housing units that have 
been classified as substandard -
triples that of whites. 
• Black Americans represent 
thirteen per cent ( 13%) of the' 
population yet collectively 
account for p meager seven per 
cent (7%) of the total money 
1ncorne. 
• • (Federal. ~ State and Local) 
ptirchasels from pr.ivate 
contractors for goods and services 
went to minority fi rms . 
• Th is goVerriment IJ\l.eS prepared 
to pour more .than $4·bi ll ior1 into 
dir ect and supplemental 
appropriations " f or the 
reorganization of bankrupt 
railroads in the northeast and 
mic-Western sec tors o' this 
cOuntry without s:;onside.rati on or 
inClusion of minority resources, _ 
manpower' or en terprise. 
The National Business League 
feels ~· that between noVJ and the 
beginning of the next century , we as 
a people must confront and re.concile 
the evident disparity between the 
level of economic jus tice for majority 
a~d minority Americans. One great 
issue rises above all others ·in this 
society. That issue· is the Tole of 
BlacKs and other ,minorities i_n their 
struggle .for their own salvati~n. It is 
this •generation that must develop 
and implem~nt Plans and strcitegies 
to revitali ze America's centers of, 
' commerce .. 
Last year, the NBL created t(le 
National .Student Business League as 
an affiliate of the oldest trade and 
professional association in the 
country. . 
Th is year, Howard University 
School of Business and Public 
~dcministration Student Council is 
send,ing 25 student delegates to 
participate in the National Student 
Business Confer.ence (NSB LJ. NSBL 
wlll be ' focUsing on ''Minority 
Students Bridging the Gap Between . 
Business and the Community." As 
• • part of the Convention , I hope that 
race or a nation that stands erect , 1 I 
secure in the appreciation, respect . 
and' confidence of the world that has 
not had as it~ foundation, ownership 
•Black unemployment regularly 
d·oubles the fiational average , and 
in some cities is ·as high as 
forty -five per- cent . ( 45%) . . l'Jot 
s 1 n c e 1 9 5 3 has B 1.a ck 
unemployment been ~less than 5.5 
per cen t . l · 
• Minor,ities re present seventeen 
all jHowar d delegates t~ at are 
planning to attend the NSBL 
conference will exhibit the le'adership 
' . and interest to make this ·conferenc!:! 
a success. 
Roots: ' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
Bee1 Pollen taking the pqllen." This 1s largtify · dependent on the hive itself . Some a mong other things, accelerated I ~ 
• 
.. 
The ~uman body is composed of 
many cel ls ... ce ll s which are 
continually reproducing ... so . much 
so that by the enQ of a year one's 
• • body has changed and is composed 
of new cells. 
Th e cel ls o f the body are 
nourished by. the blood, through the 
arteries, veins and capillari es : 
However; these cells are nourished 
on ly if the correct foods - good 
foods·are put into the . body in the 
f i rst · pl ace : Good foods include 
vegetables, fruits and proteins inste~d 
of starches, sweets and otherwise 
deficient foods. 
The human organism i's-- made up 
of 22 elementsr"one of Which are all 
cdn tai ned in a~y food sou rce, exce,pt 
for the amazing BEE POLLEN. In 
essence of the ~e pollen are bill ioos 
of minute particles necessary for the 
reproduction of the entity it 
represent s: fruit , tree, grai n. 
As such a mighty , vital essence, 
bee pollen provides for the body, 
• 
Polley on Columnists 
THE HILLTOP policy on 
columnists iS another example of 
our effort to serve oumreaders bY 
providing forums fo r various 
wr i ters ·· both students and 
non-students-·on itnpor tat1t issoes 
of the day. ~ 
Columnists - are not paid but 
choose their owt1 topics. Columns 
' .sl1ould 11ot exceed 2i'S types at1d 
:dbuble·sr;aced pages, and must be 
, 
1n before tl1e Tuesday, 5pm 
· deadline. 
Columnists are selected, 
usually in a rotating fashion, by 
the Editor-In-Chief. 
• hives .may miss just the sr:i'allest 
am6unt of pollen .. white other 
colonies may not ev~n mjss 25 
pounds of it from their hive. ,• 
'After the pollen is removed it 
must be dehydrateQI t~ pievent 
spoi lage. 
The maximum arrount of pol len • 
that 'can be collect~d from a strong 
hive is 200 gra~, although it must 
be remembered 't t a har.vest seldom 
. . 
reaches or exceeds 1 Olgrcims . 
The , harvest of Ppllen can be 
increased by pla'cing a 5 pound jar of 
honey in the hive . With ·this horley in 
place, the h ive 6 nl y has to 
concentrate on the accumulation of 
pollen. This kind of feeding 'keeps 
the hi~e Producin~ I pollen for a 
longer time. 
Without the hof!eY the traps 
would have to be removed afte r 15 
or 20 days to keep 'the hives from . 
dying out. Each hive can cons1,.1me 10 
pounds of honey a week. 
Bee poll en can be used on salads 
be.fore t oss ing, sprinkled on 
ice-cream, mixed in honey , jam, anti 
marmalade or .in fru it cocktails and 
fruit salads. It can also be blended 
into a glass of water or milk , or a 
., concoction of almonds,, sUnflower 
meats , camomile flo~e rs, yogur~, raw 
wheat germ , and a piece of raw 
honey comb. (See BEE 
POLLEN-MIRACLE FOOD by Felix 
Murat fo r exact amounts of each). 
Bee Pol len is truly a fantastic 
food, whose · benefits an~ properties 
are not completely known, yet are 
undeniably good for human 
consumption. 
growth, r:egulated intestinal 
, dysfunction, increased prodµction of 
blood hemoglobin, and increased 
wei!ti t a11d energy. Bee Pollen can 
work aga ins.t hayfever, sinus 
coriditions and bronchial disorders. 
~ 
COMPOSITION OF BEE POLLEN 
) The compOsi.tion of be~ folle r1. ,is 
a~ COfT\ples as · that of hbney. It 
contains im portant qua r\ti ties of 
Vitamin A, or carotenoids from 
which vitamin A is gotten. 
Bee p611en also possesses Vitafnin 
A or Ru.tine. Rutipe is in reality a 
glucoside. This rutine ciQcreases the 
re sis t anCe of the walrs of the 
capi llaries. lt "is esPecially beneficial 
to one's intel lectu ral functions and 
countera'cts cerebral hemorrhage and ' 
' heart cases. · 
Bee pollen should not taken in 
ove,rwhelm ing amount . One 
tea~p oonsul daily is sufficient 
eno ugh . It. will even Upset onets body 
if taken in .. 6ig- doSes in the beginning. 
T he fb.bulous bee pol len 1 is 
col lected 'by use of pol le·n tr~ps 
which were inven ted in France. 
T2ese'. tr~ps are mad~ out of a 
d1·aphragm or screefl"wi th a mesh 
barely large enough to let' the pee 
pass. 1 
• As the bee attempts to enter the 
hive, they find the ope n ing 
impehetrable with the pollen sacks 
· still On their legs. They rpust either 
rid themselves of the sacks or their 
l{gs! Bel c;>w the hive is usUally a tray 
vJhich collects the fallen pollen.. / 
• 
Tl~E HILL TOP CREED 
i 
Our o bjactive is to motivaff! our read~rs t o. be dedicated to 
s<?rvi11g' our people ai1d rebuildi119 •:)ur communities. -
. We du this ~Y providing relevant neJv.s , informatio 11 , pictures, 
art and iddas. .. 
Lik~ a sword Tile Hilltof) is a weapo11 for freedom , a11d truth 
i~ t11e fo undati·.J11 .Jf our effvrts . 1 
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• Celebrated Pianist Addresses . Howard · Students 
by Sauda (Phyllis Jean) 
HI I I_ 1'.0P St11ff Writer 
,. 
~ ,. Internationally celebrated pianist 
' 
~ and jazz authority Earl ''Fatha'' 
i Hines visited Howard on Wednesday 
l as the guest of the Center for Ethnic 
· Music at the College Of Fine Arts. , . 
1 Mr. Hines addressed th e student 
~ body at a formal session held at the 
~College of Fine Arts at 12 :00 noon. 
: At the session Mr. Hines spoke of 
• his experiences in the field of jazz 
music as an aid in helping racial 
relationsin this country and foreign 
~ountr1es. Hines was also one of the 
f.irst Black jazz musicians to perform 
• ,in· tlic south and as he said , ''was one 
'.. of the first freedom riders!'' 
\' , , During the question and answer . 
· ~eriod of the session, Hines voiced 
. ' 
' is opinions towards the neW trends 
\n ja~z. He stated that the new sh ift 
to e lectronic sound '{l'aS an 
advancement in the field but that it 
f was not of much use for the type of 
; music ' that he played and that his 
. i audience .wanted to hear. Hines plays 
'.. from his he art and evidently does not 
need the aid of electronics . • 
Hines also went on to stress the 
·· importance o f young people going 
into any field of music to be 
d is c iplined in their efforts as 
J'. mµs icians . He concluded the session 
; · ~ i th a couple of tunes as examples of 
. , what hard work and love for music 
i 
• 
• 
' 
• 
of ''The Girl 'F:rom lmpa'nema," 
· ''Petty Girl'' and ''I Want · To Be 
. ' 
H 
1 
PY," in which the drumr!ier was 
lef on stage to solo. After a cbnstant 
r)lythm beat Graham ~rted, into a 
verV fast corriplicated sound then 
' ' . 
when , it seemed he was alsmot 
finished .he started with his hands 
and continued to do so until Hines 
and White returned and mell owed 
th~ mood with ''Sati n Doll'' and 
''The Man I Love." 
The second part of the show was 
dedicated to a very close friend qf 
Hines, the late Duke EIJing1:on . A 
corpbination of some of EllingtDn's 
we'll known musical compOsitions 
we ~e done, such as the smo9th and 
me~l 1 ow sound of . ' 'Sophi~ticated 
Lady ," ' 'Things · Ain.t What' They 
UsJd To Be," with ttile sax 1 player 
soloi ng . . 
~ines and the complete ba0d then 
continued with '' I Got It Bad And 
Th~t Aint Good'' and for the first 
ti~e during the perfor~ance yo.calist 
Marva Jose ente red the stage . Hi~es , 
and Jose sang the lyrics of ''Answer ~ 
Me My Love'' while~ the reed .player'· 
played first, or:i Alto Sax tli~n to 
flute and . back to alto .sax. 
can accomplish. Eat! ''Fatha'' Hines, jazz authority, gets dov.rn on some soul-stirring blues. Rudy Rutherford, accompanist, joins Hines in concert. Photos by Paul Gr~en 
< l . 
. October 1 was formally celebrated 
in DC as Earl ''Fatha'' Hines .day in 
.recognition of his contribution to the 
ad1Jancement of jazz music. Some of 
Hi ~es private papers, m~iWscripts 
and o the r valuable memorabilia were 
doriat~ to the Center fo r : Ethnic 
MJsic. Proceeds from the Hines 
Coj1cert wil l be used to establish the 
EARL HINES SCHOLARSHIP 
FU,ND for J azz Majors at Howard 
University . 
• 
The culminating event of the day 
h0wever was the performan.ce of 
"' Fatha'' Hines and his ensemble at 
7 :30 in <;:ramton Auditorium, which ~ nfortunatelY, went almost 
unnoticed by Howard students. 
Hines rlayed to a sparse but warm 
audience of mostly faculty members 
and avid jazz fans. 
Those who did not attend the 
sh .ow missed one of the most 
dynamic coll ective efforts of musical 
Book Bag: I 
• 
entertainment to be performed here 
at H~ard so far this year . n 
At the opening of the co'hcer:t 
• 
Hines spoke briefly to the audiencl! 
-in hi~formal manner, before going 
into a medley of tunes, ''I'll follow 
' • 
You," ''Black Coffee," and ''Tea for 
-Two." _ Later in the medl ey he was 
accompanied by his bass playe r I 
Harley Whit.e and drummer Eddie 
Graham who added · a touch nf 
rhythm to the pianist's melody. 
, 
( H ine s and h . bl _, 1s ensem e .11en 
continued to do ano her seleCtion of 
tun~s one of whic was Nat King 
Col~'s ''Sweet Carrai '' 
One of :the most outstanding 
tunes of the night wa!. a combination 
' 
lmprdving Your Reading Skills • 
• 
• 
' 
Just Between Us Blacks 
Reading is the most important 
learning skill one can acquire for 
success and enj_oyment throughout 
life. It is an integral part of our 
perscinal ctnd working lives. 
"records what the ever see. Oepen.ding 
upon your· ' 'eye span'' you will 
perceive one , two o \ more words in 
each fixation . The average college 
student, for example,, has a span of 
1.1' words and makes four fixations 
Don't allow your eyes to.·go bac 
over words. Think about what yo 
are seeing and keep going1a! a spee 
that is fast enough to remember a 
the end what you read at the 
beginning. Faster reading, with no 
retracing. helps comprehension. 
by Per1elope Owens 
HILL TOP Staff Writer 
' . 
' " ... Carl T . Rowan's book, Just 
, . Between Us Blacks, is ·basicall y 
I ' ~ comprised of radio commentaries 
, from his broadcasts, ''Black 
Perspectives ." His book realistically 
and mindshatteringly raps about 
Black people of today and about the 
plight they are in. 
His style is dowr1 to earth; the 
reading is fast and easy. While Rowan 
discusses all the' injustices Black 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
,. Cosmic Echos 
' 
' 
• 
I 
Kansas City . Era 
by Bi ll y Hall 
HILL TOP Staff Writer 
A product of Urban culture in 
America, jazz music developed first 
in New Orleans and Chicago. To 
these cities must be added a third, 
1 Kansas City, the last incubating pl.ace 
of the jazz culture. 
In 1928, Tom Pendergast, an 
Irish-American political boss, seized 
control of ci ty hall following a coup 
involving the ci ty manager of Kansas 
C i ty. Then, just like now, the 
, Afro-American district offered a 
1 
considerable potential for profitable 
enterprises .. Nightclubs were quickly 
and cheaply set up there. 
With the organizational genuis apd 
financial backing of the gangster 
element that existed at that time, 
' thu s began 12 years of full 
employment for musicians and one 
of the most influential eras in what 
l1as bee r1 categorized as ''jazz." 
Kansas City was not onl~· the 
entertainment center, but it was also 
the commercial center for an ar"ea 
extencting as 'far south as Hous·ton 
and as far west as Denver. ~ wide l ope r1 town painted with dance halls ," 
.. saloons, and .nightclubs - all with 
' live music, which began il'il early 
• 
evening and .continued until dawn. 
After a night's work, roving 
musicians carrying their respective 
axes would congregate ai certain 
spots and hold jam sessions welt into 
the morning , some lasting until noon. 
In the words of the great pianist, Art 
Tatum , ''Kansas City is a cellar, .:r 
dark place where the best wines are 
kept. And the music there is 
different, ~·" What in Kansas City 
nurtured t'Fie free form movement in 
jazz? 
·Easily, the distinguishing feature 
of Kansas City was that gan{fSters 
who ran the clubs did not interfere 
with the musicians. Nobody told th~ 
musicians what to play or ho.w to 
play it. Spirit was the sole motivating 
force for . the artist. As long as th e 
music kept the clubs jumping, the 
musician had work and the club 
owners were happy. 
·sty le of music that became associated 
with the city in which it was created, 
Kansas City. Naturally the blues 
• 
J 
supplied tt1e basis for little riff tunes' 
and improvised solos wh ich were the 
criterion upon which a musician's 
expertise was judged. At 1he jam 
sessions the mastery of the artist was 
tested. 
When a .jammer's tu rn for a solo 
came, what counted was his abil ity 
to run variations, to create new · 
melodies and to control the 
complicated rythmic patterns. Fresh 
ideas were imperative . 
When a man began to repeat 
himseJf, he was moved out and 
another soloist moved in . At these 
morning jam sessions, what ·was 
termed in the jazz ~Swi'ng'' 
developed . '-_ 
From these roots all progressive 
jazz mus1c1an s developed, notablY,, 
such rare vintages as Count Basie, 
Lester ''Pres' ' Young , Hersha! Evan~. 
Bei:l Webster, Ora11 ''Hot ·Lips'' Page, 
Jimmy Rushing, Big Joe TUrner,, and 
Charlie ''YarQbird'' Parker, to na me a 
few . Their ·followers branched fi-om 
the same tree. 
The ''Bird," father of the 1,941 
Bebop Revolution grew up du rihg 
the Kansas City era. His musi~ 
. ,, 
expressed perfectly the sentiments 
that were typical of that e r\ and eras 
to follow . In his words : ''Music is 
your own expe rience, your thoughts ; 
your wisdom. If you don't live it, it 
won 't come out of your horn. They 
teach there ' s a boundary fine to 
music . But, man , ther e 's 110 
boundary line to art ." 
Even today, the Black man is still 
struggl ing to remove those boundary · 
lines which are placed around him 
and his art . But, .the fact that jazz has 
< been able to live and grow as a 
serious and extraordinarily viable art 
within the framework . of the 
commercial entertainment industry 
goes to show the validity · of 'Birds' 
belief. , 
· Unusual circumstance brought 
about near ideal conditions for the 
growing jazz musician in Kansas City 
that lasted for almost a decade and a 
half mak ing possible a new jazz style 
whose influence is as strong now as 
ever. 
people are being subjected to, he also 
offe rs some solutions. 
Rowan 's ·first cha pter, ''Btack 
Perspectives on the Nixon 
Administration," focuses on the 
Nixon reign an d everything it did 
NOT do for Black people. Aciwan 
makes one realize that Nixon's f3 1/2 
years as president served to be more 
than 6 1/2- years wOrth of digression 
fo r Blacks. 
Blacks are 11 per cent of the 
population yet only a mere 2 per 
cent hold government jo bs pay ing 
more than $20,000 per year . 
• 
Other chapters in Rowan's book 
cover national security, Black in the 
media, crime and the fear of cri me in 
Americ, drugs, alcohol and health 
problems. 
' 
The whole .Watergate scheme was 
not meant to make certain 
individuals rich, but it was instead 
used as a channel to seek po'litical 
power. One satisfying factor out of 
Watergate though is the fact tha't not 
one Black government official was 
ilil..volved. ''What bitter irony that 
th'e_y {the Watergate conspi~tors) 
might have gotten away With 
everyth ing but for the dutiful eye of 
an $80-a week Blac '\ night 
watCTim an ." 
., 
According to Rowan 
''Discrimination in medical care has 
long been one of the ugliest chapters 
of racial discrimination in America ." 
Medical care in the United States jj ' 
of a top quality, but only fqr:,those 
who can pay for it, he notes . \ 
One solution to this problem is 
'through the political process. If on,e 
stays informed and votes against 
politicians committed to this 
in justice, then this is one large step 
forward 1n helping to combat 
medical discr:imination. 
• • 
Not enough Blacks know about 
If you would like to improve your 
readi.1g skills these frew steps can 
help: 
USE YOUR EYES EFFl~IENTLY . 
l t is the ·eyes that see pr inted 
wo rds and transmit them to• the 
brain. Understand· how they . yvork 
and give them the opportun1t;Y to 
perform well. Eyes perceive words 
h . I ' only when t ey stop moving. or 
make what is cal led a ''fixation'' . It is 
during th is pause that the brain 
per second. ! 
Vdcalizing words "mpedes reading 
progress. Poor reade s are inclui.ned 
to whi sper, use thei ~ lips, enun ciate 
si lently in their thrqat, or visualize 
the words in their m.ind. If you have 
any of these bad h a~its they should 
' be broken because they sl9w down 
understanding . Learn\ to move your 
eyes continually forwa rd at a pace 
that allows the brainJ to understand. 
Many peoplti need glasses to rea 
well. Blurred words, continual eye 
fatigue , or itchi ng and stining eye 
rlii ght mean you n~ed glasses. If you 
tpink your eyes need correction 
Have them exa mined by an eye 
doctor. If glasses afe prescribed, d 
~ot hesitate t o buy and wear them 
~ake sure they are alway!l free . o_ 
dirt and scratches. ' 
./ 
So You Think You Know ' 
Your PI a ts .:· · · 
Well. here's a quiz that's 
guaranteed to separate the Masters 
from the amateurs! 
1. Air-layering is: a) Method of 
artifically pollinating fruit tree~ . 
b) Moisturi zing techn~ue used I 
in greenhouses, c) Me od of 
growing plants without so'I, d) 
Mears of propagat ing plantS. ' 
2. If you were picking out a house 
plant for someone with a black 
thumb, you niight choose: a) 
Eng!;sh ivy, b) Boston fern, c) 
Jade plant, d) Begonia 
3. A plant is said to be hardy when 
it: a) Doesn•t mind rough 
handling, bl Can live out of I 
doors ,_ cl Isn't bothered by 
below-freezing temperatures. d) 
Doesn't shed its leaves in the 
fall, e) Lives 011 year afte r ty!'!ar 
4. Many )Jlants can be forceP. to 
bloom early by: al Giving jhem 
I arge doses of fertilizer b) 
' Regulating the number of hours 
of light they rec~ive ever~ jday, 
c) Playing soothing music day 
and night, d·) Increasing 
temperature and humidity 
5. Gardeners use charcoal 1n 
terraniums because it : a) 1 
ContainS important nutrients, bl 
Keeps soil fresh and 
sweet-smelling_. c) Is poisonous 
to thrips and mites that flourish 
in terraniums, d) All of the 
above 
• 
• 
d. Limpness. wilting 
e . Won't produce fru it 
or flowers 
1. Overwateri1g 
2. Underwate ·ng 
3 . Not enough light 
' 
4 . Too much light , 
5. Needs repotiti(lg 
I 
• 8 . Match the 
growing 
plant with the special 
conditions e ach 
requi res: 
• a)Geranium 
b) Ivy 
cl Cactus 
d) Fern 
e) Azalea 
f) Avocado 
1. "Filtered light, constant 
humidity l 
2. Strong light, i?~ 
frequent wateri 
3. Cool, damp at osphere · 
4 . Acid soil 
5. Frequent '-'pil1 h ing back'' 
to promote b~ shiness 
6~ Sunny wind o , Jreciuent 
watering 
• 
than those . in clay. el After a 
flower ~as faded it should be 
al lowed to remain on th.e plant 
unti l it falls off . fl You should 
protect your 'plants when you 
wash your -windows ias the 
ammonia in '{our cleaner may 
' 1 ' kill them.. g)With prbpe~ care 
your avocado plan~ i:nay 
eventually produce fruit. h) 
When repotting a plant it makes 
sense to move -it to as large a pot 
as you can afford. i) Ppinsetta 
leaves are pois6nous. j) If you 
keep your plar1ts · too close 
together they may suffocate. I) 
All plants benefit frp·m an 
occasional sponge bath. m) A 
good way to prevent dripping 
when watering a hangirlg plant is 
' to put iCe cubes directlYJ on the 
soil. o) Cacti cannot stand cold 
temperatures. p) All plants are 
' eithe r mal e o r female. q) Herbs 
grow best tn poor soil_ r) Cigar 
or cigarette smoke is very bad 
for plants. 
1. d 
2. c 
3. c 
4. b 
5.b 
6.d 
ANSWERS 
7.al 4,bl 5,cl 1, dl 2,el 3. 
• 
the number one killer of Blacks: 
hypertension. • 6. Mulching, _the spreading of loose 
earth, straw, leaves, and o th er 
substances around the roots of 
B. al 6, bl 3, cl 2, di 1, el 4, fl 5 . 
9.e . 
10. a) Fal se, b) False c) 'True, d) 
True, e) False , fl False1g) False, 
h) False, i) True , il false, kl 
·False, l) True, ml False, o) True, 
Some causes of th is disease are the 
eating of a lot of salt and -of the • 
pressures of surviving in a hostile 
society dominated by whites. To 
combat hypertension, stop smoking 
and cut down on high-cholesterol 
foods like fat meat, milk , butter, 
·' eggs, and lard . 
This book is recommended to be 
read by all. It gives anyone who. reads 
it a rundown of what Black people 
are exposed to and it .might even 
t ighten up your l1ead a bit to a few 
facts you were unaware of. 
, 
• 
trees and plants, is done to: a) 
Prevent weeds, b) Maintain a 
seedy soil temperature, c) Add 
r;iutrients to th,e soil, d) All · o f 
the abave 
7. Plants alw~ys let you 
when they're trouble d . 
these · common distress 
with t heir causes. 
a. Faded. Leaves 
• b. Stunted, brown-
tipped leaves 
c. Yellowing and 
shedding of the 
· lower leaves 
' 
know 
~aich . 
sig~<ils 
' 
! 
' ; 
• 
. i 
' • 
9. Organic gardeqers : a) Use only 
animal wastes, such as manure : 
ferti lizers, b) Believe in letting 
nature take its course. c) · Are 
opposed to using chemicals of 
any kind in ' their gardens, d) Do 
not use insecticides 
. 10. True 1 or False: a) ., If you keep 
turning youf ptahts so their 
leaves will giow toward the sun, 
the plants wilt become tired. b) 
Most house plan ts should be 
watered from underneath. c) 
Sick p lants shdu ld not be 
fertilized_ d) P.lants growing in 
plastic pots need !less - watering 
p) False 
SCORING SECTION 
Give yourself one point : for each 
correct answer: 1 
Below 9 - Pitiful . You should gi.ve_ 
your plants away and take up 
~ crocheting. 
9 -16 - Average, but you should try 
harder . 
. . 16--24 : Above average; you re 
much more than a fadist and· your 
plants love you for it. j 24-33 • Master Ga•dener. , • 
• 
• 
< 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
' 
, 
• 
( 
• 
• 
,, 
' , 
' 
• 
• 
• • 
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Art< ;n the Western He4ere 
has always been at the bottom of the 
totem pole. For example, in colleges 
and universities across this country, 
the arts. with emphasis being placed 
on drama, was vjewed as 
extracurricul~r ; someth ing not t o be 
taken seriously and the last to be 
given consideration 
. In some countries other than our 
own. such an atti tude towards the 
, 
••• 
arts would be absurd. ThoSe people 
readily acknowledge that the role art 
plays in their cultural devefopment is 
as important and plays as s.ignificant 
a part as the role of science and 
techn .o logy. E ~press~on and 
development of artistic abilities are 
.encouraged in the early stages of 
childhood and solescen.ts . The 
government supports artists and their 
art. But alx>ve al I, art is respected.-~ 
Not so here in Amerika, although 
in the past decade there ·has been 
some Positive growth, in Compariso~ 
to some of the 'less.er developed' 
nations we are primitively behind. 
we·. must catch up . This is especially 
true fa t Black folks. In their dance, 
the-ir music, the art and their drama 
lies their history: the only real thing 
th~y have of value in this country. 
Hopefully, ttfe time. 1s coming 
soon, when art will receive the 
r_espect it unquestionably deserves. 
However, until that time arrives it's 
our duty to support art, especialry 
Black art, in its struggle to survive . 
For wlien the art dies so must the 
people. 
• Astrology1 and ·Health 
' 
Special to the HILL TOP 
The bo'nd between m.edicine and 
astrology have . always been closely 
\. related . At or1e time (during the ··l8th 
ce ntury) , it was impossible to 
I separate one from the other. The 
' study of astrology, as a matter of 
course, was part of a doctor's 
training and a vital element irl his 
tiea tment of the disease. 
The rnoment a patient became ill 
• 
a chart was drawn up. This chart was 
used .· as a guide to indicate the 
. momer11 of crisis and what medicines 
would be best for that particular 
situation. The various parts of the 
body were considered to be under 
the rulership of specific Signs and 
pfanets which were also associated 
v..:ith specific di seases. 
An individ ual 's health was 
strongly ir1flue11ced by his birth chart 
and gt\ien the proper care and 
attention. for example, eating the 
ri~1t foods, he ·\.9L ld avoid certain 
illnesses . A great deal of faith was 
placed in astrology , but over the 
centuri es . astrology has formed 
dangerous liaisons .with several 
pseudo-sc1ences which have not onl y 
brought into disrepute, but has also 
questioned its validity as a science. 
' 
, 
Astrological medicine was first 
formalized in the writings of the 
Egyptian God, Thoth . This collection 
not only put fOr th the view that man 
reproduced himself in miniature the 
structures of , the Universe, but it 
further held that there is more than 
just a passing coincidence existing 
1 between certain ailments and the 
different decans, or 10 divisions of 
the Signs . 
Up to today, m'any Ot the writings 
of Thoth are stil l adhered to . 
The curative qualities of herbs 
were first linked to specific Signs or 
planets by the Arabs . To decide 
which planet shou ld rule a herb 
• 
various methods of attribution were 
investigated, with the fi'nal emphasis 
being placed upon the Triplicitries 
(fire , air, earth and watert. For 
instance, Mars was considered hOt 
and dry and therefore rules plants 
(herbs) with a hot or pungent taste ..:.. 
hellebore, tobacco or mustard . 
In Ni c holas Culpeper's The 
Complete Herbal, Cul peper attributes 
herbs acco~di ng to the diseases thev 
cured. Agr1mony was good for liver 
complaints . Jupiter rules the liver 
• ther~e. Jupiter rules agrimony. , 
Each P anet became in turn ' lord of a 
day.' (Sun/Sunday , Moon/Monday, 
etc.), and herbs gathered on their' 
planet's day, particularly during the 
first eight hours, were at iheir most 
effective . 
• 
' 
, oan Litt e: After t 
' 
• 
• 
' . 
. : \ 
' ' 
• 
• 
• 
(The following is an exclusive 
Interview with Joan Li ttle, the first 
_she has granted since she was 
acquitted in North carolina of the 
murder of jailer Clarence Alligood. -
The ir1terview was conducted 
inOakland, Calif. , by' David DuBois, 
editor of the Black Panther Party_ 
paper and lntercornrnunal Wews 
Service.) 
, 
• 
PNS : Your trial ar1d acqui ttal have 
made l1eadlincs all over the country. 
How have t~e\' changed your' life? · · 
LITTLE : The trial has changed me in 
a lot of ways. Since I am a black 
woman and l have been tl}.!.ough th is -
kind of ordea l, l am able to look at 
my'sel1f and say my life is more 
important in terms of trying to help 
black people in any way I can . It 's 
made· me look at the prisons and the 
way people have been (ai lroaded, 
been trapped in ir1human conditions 
and treated less than human beings . 
It has made me feel that this is where 
I'm needed and where I can help my 
~ people the most . 
PNS: What w~ it like growing up in 
' your home town? · 
LITTLE : I grew up in Washington, 
North Carolina and stayed there 15 
years . Until 1968. there were only 
tWo schools: One sitting across town 
for the whites and one si tting back in 
the middle of the black community 
for the blacks. 
I've been subjected to racism all 
my life- it's something that comes 
like an everyday thing to me. But I 
never knew the kind of racism that 
was there until I left, and started 
traveling to places like New Jersey 
and, New York . When I went back 
home, I felt that the people in 
Washington- were very afraid - they 
don't say what they feel because 
police are so much in control. That 's 
one reason I didn't gain as much 
support th ere as I should have. It's 
very hard coming up there and trying 
to make. a living for yourself because 
of the way the white pe.ople try' to 
k~ep you · down , try to keep you 
from getting anywhere in life. 
PN~: How have Qlack people in 
Wa sh ington reacted t o your 
• • 
ae>qu1ttal? 
LITTLE : I've gone to Some of my 
friends ' houses and they say to me 
I'm sure glad you got out of it . But I 
can go walking down a street in a 
shopping area and people just stare at 
me like I'm a stranger . They won't 
come up to me and be as warm as 
they reall y should be becasue they 
have to look at me and say well, we 
could have done somethi ng for her, 
but we didn't and now it's al l over. 
with. What can we say? I don't go to 
Wash ington that much, but when I 
do ·1 don't feel like I belong there . 
PNS : Why do you think so many 
people rallied to your defense? 
LITTLE : Poor blacks under~ ~ood 
what I was going through . It's not so 
much whether they believed I was 
guilty or innocent . It was that they 
• • • 
, 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ETC. 
• 
• 
I 
j Thir1gs are happening all over D.C. T~er~ .are plays to be watched, !ive 
shows to be seen, bands to hear, a11d 
discos to dance 1n ti ll the f!lor ni119 
• h ~urs .. Etc presents thi~1gs for, you to 
know1 on places to go. 
• 
• 
I 
' ' OCT. 4 - Weather Report appea1111y 
at George Washington Urt'iversity 
in Lisner Aud. Two' shows 7 :30 
. ' 
·1 and 10:30 . 
' I 
oyT. 1-5 - Holida.f On 1ce 1 ~t - il1e 
'D.C. Armory (across from RFK). 
Sh1ow time 7 :30. 
I 
OCi:T . 7 - D.C. Black Re1:ie1tury 
Comapny ~ Presents ··o.)y!Jreak . 
Qream'' on stage at 7:30 
O.rifting 
I froth tipped waves 
gearing me farther from shore ... 
the blue-grey gull slashf!S by 
and the breeze brushing my nostils 
pricks upon entry 
the delica te bubble of childishness 
I laugh 
the sound disappearing over 
contingent topographies of water 
The rocking movement sooths 
like the purile sentiments of a lullaby 
it cradles 
overwhelms 
envelopes 
Suddenly a brilliant flow of greens 
and indigos synthesize for so it seems) 
' 
• Photo by Ron Far II 
· I am seated now by the 
' people of rny past 
volcanic monogl ams ~f affection 
stampi.ng its virijle ~~e.:~~;1 
a vo.o-dO 
1 
·rnusic 
' lingers 
' plucking the ty1npanic membranes r 
i t stirs the metaphysi"cal juices of r11y igr?orance 
Now she appears (EBONY GODDESS) 
I real'fl for her 
ft)e/ir1g myself s'{rink intp tlie . 
spiralling Sl..Jrge o.f a rlack hble l 
and tfie jolting disturbance stabbing 
r11e wi tl1 reactio11ary vol tages ; 
• 
•• 
• 
. 
. 
, 
I 
' ' 
. 
0%. 2-5 - Donny 'Hathaway at Ed 
urphy 's Supper Club on Georgia 
¢ve. Shows at 9:30 and ;11 :30. 
ickets must be p'lJ.1-chaSetf 1n 
!advance. 
' 
I 
' I . 
I 
OCT. 10· 12 . New Birth and Joe 
,Simon live , at the Shady Grove 
. 
Music Theatre 1n Gaithersl1u19, 
Maryland. Show at s,:QO. ' 
' 
' . 
• I 
oci:. 10· 11 · The Coasters and the 
iO rifters are · appeai"ing at _ the 
1s tardust Club, 13 miles s6l1th o f 
Beltway Exit 36. Shows at 8:00. 
. 
• 
' 
' 
, 
' 
• 
. 
. 
. 
D I SCOS 
. 
F re 11cl1 . Mark I }/ . 
Und e rground , Ed Murphy's 
Supper Club, Black Tahiti, Tr;:1tle 
Winds, Fox Trap, and the Empress 
Room. {Check yellow pages 
'"' ' lnore information.) ' 
l • 
, 
The HI LL TOP Feature Departr11ent 
' wou ld like to apologize for an er-
and piercing its way through the 
receptive molecules of my pupils 
fades finally into a gentle blurr of cool aqua 
... COMPLACENCY ... 
It stops. .. ~ 
Leaving e awake. 
• 
By Winsto ri Napie • 
ror which occurred in last weeks 
issue. - The article titled ''Blacks . 
in Fi lm'' was w~itten by Melvon11a 
• 
Ballenger . 
I 
• 
• 
e Fact 
• 
saw what the system was trying to do 
to me. They saw that i~ no one 
helped me that they would send me 
to the gas chamber without even 
trying to find out the true facts. 
PNS : Vv'hat do you think was the 
most important factor in your legal 
defense that led to ydur acquittal.? 
LITTLE : The most impoi-tant factor 
in my case · that guaranteed my 
freedom was that so many people 
supported me. But so many black 
people don't have a chance to tell 
their story, they don't have money 
to 'get the kind of attorneys that they 
need and they end up getting 
attorneys that are appointed by the · .. 
state. That's why so many blacks 
people are railroaded, because the 
system has helped give them the kind 
of atto rneys that have helped 
rail road black people into prison . 
There are mo~e blacki';on death row 
In my home state A'orth Carolina 
than any other state in the coun try. 
The only way we're going to stop 
this is if people rall~rupport as they 
did in my case./hey should come 
together and raise funds and tcllk 
about it in the community . This way 
there would .~ fewer bla·cK peop.le 
going to jail and sentenced to the gas 
chamber . • 
continued i r1 next issue 
This man fa11cies 
himself a bon vivant, 
a cultural aesthe te, 
an intellectual 
cornucopia . 
And given a choice, 
he'd rather boogie . 
TOMCURTlS 
11 to 3 pin 
Wash1ng t o~ . DC 
• 
• 
I 
·' 
SVPER SOUL MftRATHON . 
.1li'
0
.iii!1 
J BLSO i "iNilOI 
..6ET DOWN .. ··oROWN ING IN JHE SEA OF LOVE'" 
I SPECIAL GUEST STA.A 
G\VBI llcOl.U 
. I ··ee MY ROCKING C HAIR"' 11t . .... 
INFORMATION ONLY: (3011 948-3400 
P.HONE CHARGE : 948-3403 
@•1r.,1.TM" J GROUP INFO·· 948-3410 
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rin1) $600 500. s~t (6 & 9 •30 prnl Sup (800 pml $700. 600 
• 
-····--------------·· I SPEClaL STUDENli COUPON 1 I TOP ~RIC.E SEATS : $3 '.~0 ~with this.coupon) I 
lotter applies to ·Tues:. Wed ., Thurs .. & Sun·. Nite Only!·· 
I THIS COUPON WILL BE ACCEPTED AT . 
I _ BOX OFFICE ·ONLY! _ • . I ONLY 35 M IN UT ES FROM 00\\IN TbwN WASH D c I 
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On the Hill 
\ 
In Sports 
by Roy Betts · 
HILL TOP Sports Editor 
Driving through the small towns 
6f Virginia and North Carolina, white 
on my way to Orangeburg last week 
en d, I "°' easi ly en~is ioned this 
' particular area- in the I south as being 0 '. 
,very close to that of my home .town 
w.h i ch happens to be Memphis , ' 
Tennessee. 
I 
• 
I 
l 
' 
J"Octoher 19 75 
,, ..... 
' '"' 
.•t •ti 
in · 15 carries and 2 TD's, when .lie 
. -,,1 
scored his first on a 90 yard burst, 
thf sight was miserable, but I '~{i1ll 
maintained my faith iri the Bison. /1 I •· I • 
• 
Bulldogs. Bite Bisoris at S.C. State 
Once I arrived however , I found 
Orangeburg to be a quite and not so 
l a rg e college, tow? · whose life 
sup port s-ystem seemed. to be 
sufficien tly nou rished by admirable 
South Carolina State University . 
mere 7-0 score is nothing to gO- to 
. . ,, .. , ~ 
pieces about, so I figured we'd ji.J~t 
., r~, 
have to settle down a bit before~e 
could lower the boom on the 
B~ l\qogs . . ··.:~ ~ Roy Betts 
Hg.L TOP Sports Editor 
Th e No. 1 defense 1n the 
Mic;! -East ern Athl e tic Conference 
• {MEAC) became tne No. 1 .offense 
last Saturday afte rno on 1n 
Orangeburg, S.C. as the South 
Carolina State Bulldogs swamped 
Howard University 27 -0. • _ 
Bulldog running · back, Charles 
• Burgess ruslied for 201 yards in 15 
.ittempts and scored two TD's, while 
the heralded state defense led by 
All -American defensive end Harry 
Carso11 limi ted the Bison offense to 
31 net yards rushing. 
The 6, 146 spectators on hand at 
,Bulldog stadiuin saw Burgess, late in 
the first quarter , take a pitch out 
, from S tate's .quarterback Arbie 
Lagroon on the Bulldog's 9 yard line· 
and scoot around right end evading 
four Bison defenders for a 91 yard 
touchdown run . The point- after 
touchdown was ' good atid Sou-th 
Caroli!Ja State l1ad an early 7-0 lead . 
Howard rece ived the kick off aher 
State's s~ore . on thei r own 16 Y{:lrd 
line, but on the Bison 's first offeQsive 
play runni ng back Anthony Tapp 
fun1 t1led the ball. The Bulldogs 
recovered and moved in to score on a 
38 yard fielp goal b'{ placekicker 
Leroy Mason. 
In tl1e second quarter, Howard 
' continued to ex perience difficulty in 
. ' moving the ba! I on the ground as the 
• BL.ildog ci e fens~ stacked up Bison 
run n1 ngbacks Dona1d Barnes, Harve y 
Ban ks, and Anthor1y Tapp tor litt le 
or no gains , forcin~ Howard to punt . 
• 
Once again Burgess took a pitch 
ou t from State's · quar terback 
Lagro.on, this time on th e Bulldog's 
25 , and raced 6 1 ya rds before B i ~on 
detensi ve back ' Hayward Corley 
caugh1 him from behind on the 
Howa1 d l 1 yard I ine_ After two 
plunges in to the Bison defensive line, 
8 ul ldog running b ac k Ricky 
An dersor1 scored on a three yard ru n 
tip th e middle wltti 10 :33 re maining 
in the second quarter. 
The first half ended with the score 
State 17 and How'ard 0 as a stubborn 
South Carolina State defense 
thwarted all offensive attacks made 
. by the Bison. 
Costly errors continued to plague 
• the Bisons· in the second half as 
• 
' 
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Boote rs'' at Liberty'' 
On Way to 2nd Trophy 
by Borka i Sirleaf . 
HI LL TOP Sports reporter 
• Liberty Baptist Col lege of 
. Lyn chburg , Vi rg in,ia, volunteered to 
be th e punching bag for the Bison's 
Boaters on Sat. th e 2i7th of 
l. September·, bowling to t l1e Boaters 
fl·O. 
, I , 
· · Tt1e game started slowly but the 
pace qu ickened at?ou t ten minu tes 
after when Paul Pringle coll ected a 
pass from a corner kick and scored 
the first goal. About four minutes 
later Lincoln Peddie, who now leads 
the Boaters in goals sopred for the 
season, had an easy start whe n the 
Boaters were awa rded a penalty 
which resulted from a corner kick_ 
He tac tfully dijplaced the 
goalkeeper to regis ter the second 
t 
goal. For th e Boaters, it was a day of 
cor11er kicks. They had five and 
. . 
11 Conlferted three of them. 
r 
Lindo11 Peddi~ led all scorers in 
tl1e first half with two goals followed 
by Paul Pringle, Beckett Betram, and 
• 
. 
Keith Tucker with one 
Tt1e Boaters outshot 
4 . 
each. 
L.B.C. 26 to 
Liberty attempted to pick up its 
offense on the second half but it was 
to no avail as ''Mine Sweepers' ' 
Dominic and Mike David were there 
to stop any and every possible 
at tack . 
Th e Boot e rs continued the 
fireworks in the second half, as they 
netted hom e four goals in succession. 
This gave the Boaters a clear cut 
victory of 9 to nil. 
Scorers of the day were : 
• Lincoln Peddie , 3 ; Paul Pringle, l; 
Keith Tucke r, 2 ; Mike David , 1; and 
Keith Tulloh, 1. 
For the game the Bisons out shot . 
L.B.C.' 54 to 5. 
With a smile of satisfaCtion Coach 
Lincoln Phillips knew that his boys 
were ready for their second NCAA 
trophy . 
Brothers on the Howard University football team. 
the ttioughls of these guys in next week·s w;ue. 
• 
• 
quarterback Michael Banks fumbled 
deep in Howard's territory. 
• 
j We neven, settled down . BurQess 
S.C. State recovered Bank's 
fumble on the Howard 26 and two 
plays later, Burgess scored his,Second 
TD on the day on a 24 yard scamper 
giving the Bulldog's a commanding 
24-0 lead. 
the ball, the Bull dog offensive unit 
decided to display some of its talents 
through the air . Quarterback Arbie 
Lagroon comPleted a 68 ,yard! pass 
play to his wide receiver Larry 
Matison , whO made a spectacul ar 
catch in evading a Bison defende r oh 
the Howard 14. 1 : 
Everywhere you looked there was 
some explicit advertisement on some 
incons picuous window or door of a 
particular merchant's busine~s that 
profoU~f)dly depicted a true Bulfdog 
ran us ragged and CarSon anni_hilated .. _ 1 
' 
After Howard's inability to move 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
On third down with four yards to 
go, Lagroon attempted a pass to 
running back Louis Pinkston , but it 
fell incomplete. This brought on 
Bulldog placekicker Leroy , MasPn 
who made good a 25 yard fie ld goat 
attempt. 
With the score 27 ·0 State, late jn 
the fo'urth quarter , B iso,n 
quarterback Michael Banks scurried 
to get an immobile Howard otfense 
rolling , but the tenac ious Bulldog 
• defense forced him to pass hurriedly 
and inaccu rately. 
Banks, fl"'ho passe-9 for three 
touchdowns against the University of 
MarylandJ:astern Shor.e la st 
weekend, m.Jlgged to complete 12 of 
his 29 att~~pted passes agains~ Sta~e 
for 121 yards, but he sufferetl o~e 
· e int~ rception and had a costly fL m~l e 
~arlier in th e game. I l 
The Bison passing duo of Bar1ks o ' 
Ken Warren that con nected for tJ..ro 
touchdowns last week , was he ld 
scoreless ~ainst th e Bulldogs as 
Howard couldn't manage to put 
anything on the board Saturday; 
either on the ground or in t/:le air . 
Coach Porter stated after the 
game that the Bison would have a fot 
of work to do in gettin!;J prepared for 
tomorrow's OIC:: Classic agai~st 
Florida A&M in Ph iladelphia. 
As for th e results of the game, h~ 
fan. 
After viewing the situation as it 
s toad , I began to reflect upon 
Howa r;d 's game against Siate and 
what the final results might be. 
I felt we would win the game, but 
not by much . The Bulldogs were 
highly regarded as haVing the fi nest 
defensive unit in the Mid·Eastern 
Athletic Conference (MEAC) , which 
is led by All ·American Harry Carson . 
But, somehow the Bison appeared 
in top form· go ing into the game and 
because I' m a bel iever in the ''Big 
Blue'' , I biasedly pi cked us to win . 
By now you ar11 aware that 
Howard lost th is crtJciat game to S.C. 
State by a startline 27-0 margin . 
• Recalling how I felt when l saw 
' 
our runni ng backs limiti·ng them to 
3 net Yards rushing. 
Now those are the barest facts of 
t~e entire game. Tomorrow theBisons · 
ta,ke the fi eld against another" tough 1 
orponent, Florida A&M . Our team.is 
a a very crucial point irr tirne, 
, H1oward sports fans, so we can't 
a fo~d to let the guys down by losing 
faith in them an d saying, ''Aw, they · 
' . ' a'n't nothin." 
The Bisons had a poor game 
against S.C. State, tut we're still a 
gpod bal l club . _ ! Coach Porter made one o~ the" ~!I 
t ime great statements earlie r tli,1s 
week when he told n1e, ''Roy , t~e ' 
on ly certain thin·g about fo6tbal l , is 
the_ uncertain," in ,comment ir1g On 
last weeks loss. With th at I end my 
column for the . week , but this ga~e 
~omorrow should certainly be· in oUr Charles Burgess, '5.C. State's 
halfback, who rushed .for 201 yards . Javor . ' 
0byPeterH~?SS at Ge9f~~~!~~-~ffepse 
HI LL TOP Spor~ reporter 
At the West Ellipse Last Sunday , 
Georgetown's Mike Cordes earned a 
double header split for the Hoy as, by 
pitching a one hit victory against 
Howard 6· 1, in the seCond game. 
Th e Biso n, behind freshman 
Bryan Nichols' three-hitter, won ttie 
first game 4-1. ' 
has 
not produced ·for Chestnut. ._ 
The other was against Catholic, in 
the season oper1er , l when the Bison 
I . 
were shut out. · 
Nichols, allowed just three hi -~s • 
while going the distance to record his 
first coflege win . ~. 
• 
Howard scored ti.vo ru•1s · 1 n the 
first iiin ing on singles by second 
baseman Burt Herron and center : 
ti.elder Curti s Crutchfield. ,p11d a 
triple by left fielder Elwood Holland. 
. . 
stated, ''South Ca rolina State is l a 
very physical football team . We knew 
they had th e capabili.ty to throw t/1e 
ba11, but we weren 't aware o\ the ir 
In the second game, Howard Sr. 
pitcher John Chestnut, lost his th,ird 
game this fall. He shut the Hoyas out 
of the first four innings before 
syrrendering' four fifth inn i_n'g runs. 
I • They taclsled on one more in the 
Second and ~ourth. , r 
• telim speed ." . 
''Nex t week will tell us if we have 
the caliber of ball club we expected," 
he said. 
They scored as a result of three 
walks, a wild pitch, and two e·rrors, 
by first · bas~man Gera.ld Gaskin's, and 
t hird bas e man Kenny , Maty, 
res pectively. 1 
This game nlarks 'the second out 
1 
· Howard 's two •ace pitchers, Gen"e 
i F IE!et, 'a'r't tJ '.'13~g . Scirborough, both 
3·0, combined ·-on1 Saturday to poliSh 
off th e Co!on-ials of George 
1fashington in a double heqder 6¥ 
scored of 9-2 the first game, and 4·2 
the second. 
• 
Rattlers· Pose Challenge at 0.1.c~ · Classic 
by Nathan Bobian 
HI LL TOP Sports reporter . 
''I expect at least 51,000 fans at 
the Philadelphia 0.1 .C. Football 
Classic this coming Saturday 
(Oct.4)," said Ernie Oglesby, or . 
opportunity Industriali zation 
Center, Inc·. -
More than 5,000 people from the 
' Florida area are expected to come to 
the game, some of them on two 
planes chartered by the Florida A&M 
Alumni Association, he corltin~ed. In• 
addition, he expects 12,000 from 
Washington. 30,000 from 
· Philadelphis and 4,000 from New 
England. 
The Philadelphia 0 .1.C. will hold 
its annual football classic between 
the Bisons and the Florida A&M 
-~attlers. (T allahasse~ Fla.) at Veterans 
Stadium as a benefit for local social 
programs. 
Oglesby described the ''Mighty 
Men'' and the Rattlers as ''two 
powerhouse teams'' whose coaches 
have been ''training their teams 
hard." 
''Florida A&M must have one of 
. ' 
the toughest defensive backfields in 
the country with Felix' Williams 
roaming deep territory," said 
Cureton Johnson , H.U. sports public 
relations. ''A 6'3'' defensive back, 
Wil l iams .was an All ·American 
selection last season. Linebacker, 
Frankie Poole, (6'3'', 205 lbs.) is 
another strong .defender, having led 
the team in tackles last season·.; · 
According to Black College 
Football Conference .Standings,'- the 
Rattlers are rated number 11 in the 
s ·outhern Inter-Collegiate Athletic 
Conference (SIAC). As of Sept. 23, 
. . 
the ''Mighty Men in Blue and. White'' 
were rated number 2 in the MEAC. 
Based on .a poll taken by coaches 
and commissioners of the Central 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association 
~ {Cl AA), Southwestern Intercollegiate 
< Athletic Conference (SWAC), SIAC, 
and MEAC football conference and 
lndei;>endent Colleges, as of Sept . 23, 
the Bison were rated 4th among the 
top 20 Blac_k colleges in the nation 
and the Rattlers number 15. 
Both teams have proven able to 
produce ''fireworks'' during the 
game. Iii the Rattler's opener , they 
' 
l an off the gridiron with a 54-6 punts fo r an easy 2 point sa,fety . 
victory over Albany State (Georgia) On the other hand, the offense 
~ while the Bison crushed UMES 45·0 receives spark from MEAC offensive 
in their second game of the seaso~''MVP'' ( 1974Y quarterback Michael ~ 
The Bison's defense is led b Banks who has thrown 2 TD passes 
All-American tackle Ber1 Harri s (6'3'' 1n the first two games t~is s~ason. 
250 lbs.) , who sprinted 14 yards wi·th The running attack i ~ led by 
an intercepted pass in the IL.IMES Anthony '''The Juice ~ · : •• lapp who 
game at RFK for the first defensive has averaged over 100yards per game 
TD of the season , In addition, on the ground1 and caught one TD 
cornerback Hayward Corley (6' 2'.' pass . 
180 lbs. )" blocked one of UMES's For those people ne:~ding a ride to 
Philad~lphia , the School of Busine~s 
Student ~Cour1ci l Will have a bus 
available. Tickets are also avai lable . 
For . further informat ion please call 
636-7440 or 7441 or stop by the 
School of BfJsi ness room G-9. 
Game ticket. information and a list 
Of social functi oiis may· be O~tained 
by calling the OIC office iii Phila~ 
' ' (215) 236-5400 or ·by calli ng the 
• 
Howard Sports Information office 
1136-7182. 
Last year, th,e Florida A&M Ratllcrs defeated the Bison 17-13 in tl1e Orange Blossom C lassic, .but tomo rrow. night 
" 
'"'''"'yw;nSca;r5brough: Un.questioned .Ace 
by Peter Harrts I I , 
HILLTOPSportsreporter A three-sport prep athlete, 
A ca·sual observer at any Howard 
University baseball prac.tice wil l see a 
lone figure, drenched in perspiration, 
springing•around the top level of the 
gym, at indoor sessions, or 
m e thqdical ly jogging around the 
· fie ld, at those held outdoors. 
That figure is Greg Scarborough, a 
4 sophomore right hande.fl pitcher 
from Painter, Virginia, who has won 
•. his first three starts thi s fall, and 
seven games in a row si nce last year. 
• It was at the begin11ing of practice 
: : last season that the six foot- 185 
pounder tried out fo r a Howard team 
that was coming off its most 
successful year in '74, an d that was 
destined to win the Conference 
(MEAC) t itle in '75. 
••j ·had a lot of doubts about 
~co.ming out,'' he said, ''I thought 
ever',.'body would be · SLl per ball 
players. ~ 
I tried -out beca use I was bored 
and was used to parti cipating in 
sports in high school." ~ 
· Scarborough was . selected 
All.Conference quarterback hfs ~r. 
and Sr. years. at Painter's Gentral 
High , as well as competing in 
basketball ( ''i rode the bench 
mostly''), and baseball, where 
(ronicatly he never won rnany games. 
' 'I was 2·2 my Sr~ year~· · he 
reminisced, ' 
Howard's conference foe, 
Maryland Eastern Shore, wanted him 
to play football for them. However , 
wl1en they fa iled ~o pontact him in 
his final year. of high school, he 
''wasn 't sure they really w_an,ted me~· 
and came to Howard instead . · 
Fortunately for Bison bas,batl he 
did. He started six games 1aSt year 
won four 1, and had two 
• 
non-decisions. , ,. ~ 
. '~ ' 
Looking back on his first start last 
sp r ing iiga-inst Atlanta's.\' Clark ' 
College, one of his,non-&cisi_ons, the 
hard working Eastern Shore' native 
said, '' I was scared to death . We 
hadn't · lost any games then and I. 
. . . 
didn't want to lose our first ." ! 
This year, in his initial fall season 
against area competition excl'usi'f~ly, 
he is making an impression .,.on 
opposing teams as well as tlis own , . . 
teammates . , 
Mike Toomey, George Washington 
University's coach , said at a recent 
doubleheader, ''I like that 
Scarborough ... he runs out to tht> 
mound, and is j always read_y 
pitch.'' 
I Th e easy going pitcher says 
baseball is a form of relaxation to 
him. He said · sagely, ''Whatever 
hap~ns ... just happens." 
·Bi1xon 1 coach Chuck Hinton 
• 
summed up Scarborough's value to 
the team emphatically, ''Ain't no 
~u~tion he's my ace!'' : 
But 'Scar,' l ~.s ~.is teammates call 
im, sloughed~ off, ''I give a lot 
of credit to John Chestnut (Sr. Bison 
' pitcher) for helping me with my 
' ~itching and conditioning." · 
f With that he shrugge.d and ambled 
off to practice . 
• 
i. 
.. 
• 
• 
, 
I 
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: .. Ali Pounds Frazier in Manila 
I . 
• 
by J. Shorifu The ''Thriller'' saw the two 
nemesis collide at full force. The 
Champ firing lefts and rights to the 
challengers head at will, while the 
ever forceful Frazier continued to 
boar into the ·Champ's mid-section. 
Guest Writer 
Muhammad Ali, heavy weight . 
champion of the world retained his 
croWn Wednesday after performing 
the death defying feat of confronting 
' the irrepressible Smokin' Joe Frazier 
and his lethal left hook. 
The fight billed as the ''Thriller in 
Mani la'' pitted the familiar 
adversaries in the unfamiliar setting 
of ttie Philippines. A thriller it was, 
with Ali and Frazier resuming the 
ferocious action whiCh has made 
their previous confrontations 
I legendary. Of course you remember 
the fight of the centry when both 
Smokin' and the Champ were 
undefeated and each maintained that 
he was the true heavy weight 
cliampion. The deciding factor in 
th'at match was the big left hook 
Smokin' Joe administered to the 
Champ which sent Ali to the canvas 
for the first and only time in his 
professional boxing career. Si'nokin' 
Joe won th~ decision that night and 
was promptly rushed to a hospital . 
Frazier convalescenced for months, 
reCovering from the severe beating he 
took attempting to' land that one 
. lethal hook. 
' The second fight known 
appropriately as Supe~ Fight 11 failed 
to take place immediately after the 
first. Originally scheduled for 
Southern California officials there 
became concerned about th·e 
possibility of Smokin' Joe's 
devastating left hook generating 
earthquake activities. When Super 
Fight II did occur Smokin hardly got 
off a shot. Ali rolled continous sets 
, ·off the charging Frazier's head while 
successfully avoiding Frazier's hooks. 
Muhammad eanred a twelfth round 
decision that night and went orn to 
regain his heavy weight crown over 
the powerful but over zealous 
youngSter George Foreman in their 
infamous Kinshasha confrontation. 
Viewpoints 
,bv James Hunt 
HI LL TOP Sports reporter 
How much authority does a coach 
flave over an athJete? Should an 
athlete have to put up with rules and 
• • regulations that other students are 
nOt affected by? Does an athlete, jus~ 
because he receives a schola.rship, 
have to surrender his life-style to the 
coaching staff? 
After the two interviews I had 
with Kevin Tusan and Dana 
• C.unningham one would wonder . if 
college football is really worth it; the 
wh.ole football mentality which 
'emphasizes traditional militarism 
' and the glorification of violence. 
Kevin told me that he was 
~generally satisfied with the rules and 
regulations the coaches enforced. At 
least he was willin.g to tolerate the 
regimentation of the sport. 
Dana said, ''I'm 100% against the 
rules and regulatioos Coach Porter 
wants us to live by. He wants 
everyone to be the All-American kid, 
lift weights, be a muscle head, shave 
your beard off. . ' 
. ' 
: He . takes. It too far, treats y0u like a 
little kid." Dana believes that as long 
as a person can perform his p~rt on 
the field, then what he does after 
that is that person's business. 
J The sad thing about the Whole 
situation is that many players feel 
the coaching staff is justified in 
making them pay fines for various 
infr~ctions. A ~oach has no authority 
to interfere with an athletes personal 
~ or social life, unless that person 
inquires for such guidance. 
The coach is here to provide 
instruction for the athle}es not to 
berate nor to deprive them of their 
manhood. Everyone knows a coach 
needs some di·scipline, but usually · 
what comes along with that 
• disciplin~ is obedience, regiment~tion 
and unchallenged authority~ 
The players themselves should 
have mcire of a voice in the platform 
that is developed. After ail, we're 
supposed to be working towards a 
democratic society, ruled by the 
peop!p. 
Muhammad was fin'ally backed 
into the .ropes by the fourth round 
and resorted to covering up in a 
defensive posture to avoid Smokin's 
thundering hooks which appeared to 
be taking their toll on the Champ's 
endurance. But the resurgent Ali, 
who has !lroved he can come back 
against an~ foe, including the Federal 
Government, . summoned the 
where-with-all to return Joe's volleys 
with deadly strength and accuracy . 
Frazier stunned by the blows and his 
strength sapped, by his relentless 
stalking of the ' Champ, began to 
grind to a halt. Hit with a sharp Ali 
right c'ross in the thirteenth round 
Frazier's mouth guard was·seemingly 
launched into orbit, though, 
· obviously concerned about his 
vulnerabilit'y J~ . continued 1'o 
charge, but it was all Muhammad 
.from here. Lightning left and right 
flurries ricocheted off the challenger 
but just as soon as it looked like Ali 
was going to end it he slipped and 
the round ended. 
Ali entered the fourteenth round 
with an immediate onslaught on the 
challenger Frazier who had ended the 
chase and began an obvious retreat; 
the hunter had become the game. 
Frazier had to call on all his reserve 
and pride, to escape falling to the 
canvas under Ali's relentless attacks . 
He was obviously beaten but 
withstood the punishment only to 
retreat to his corner for what may be 
the last time in his boxing career. 
When Frazier failed to answer the 
call for the.· fifteenth round Ali 
' leaped from his stool, arms raised 
high above his head in a sign of 
victory. After which the Champ laid 
down on th.e ring's canvas to give his 
body {i well deserved rest. 
• 
A&MTeam 
is ''Quick, Big, 
and Physical '' 
Says Porter 
Howard Univ,ersity's football 
·squad :~ the Rattlers of Florida 
A&M University in the 'OIC Football ' 
Classic in Philadelphia's Veterans 
Stadium this Saturday. 
"' The Bison are coming off a 27-0 
loss to South Carolina State College . 
''South Carolina is very 
reminiscent of teams in the SWAC'' 
said Coach Porter. ''They're quick , 
big, and physical." 
Porter also commented on the 
A&M squad, 2-0 in the won-loss . 
col umn,' as ''being very similar to 
S.C. State.'' 
'' A&M poses a tremendous 
challenge for us'' Porter said, ''This is 
the type of schedule we're 
committed to playing." . 
B_isons who may miss lthe contest • 
due to injuries are: offensive- tackle 
Tommy Spears (shoulde'r injury), 
defensive end Glenn Davis (rib 
irljury), and free safety Eddie 
Spearman (hip .injury) . • 
The DIC Classic provides a 
challenge for · the Bison to regain 
momentum. after the physically for 
the Bison to regain momentum after 
the physically tough loss to S.C. 
State, and the 17-14 loss to A&M 'last 
year in the Orange Blossom Classic. 
The Rattler squad looks awese>me 
after two games. In their openi ng 
game, they crushed Albany State 
54·~. Last week, a victory over A&T 
in · Greensboro kept the squad rolling 
towarbs Ph illy with intentions of an 
unblemished record. 
OIC officials are expecting 51,000 
as t.ickets ?re going fast. Nine and 
$12.50 ~ickets ·are sold out, and only 
$4 and $'?•tickets remain. 
Tickets are available locally from 
the Washirigton OIC affiliate, 
• Telephone No. 265-2626. 
Black College Football . Poll 
j 
• • 
TEAM VOTES W·L 
1. Grambling 12 3-0 
2. Jackson State 1 3·0 
3. Southern 3-0 
4. South Carolina State· .'" 2-0 
5. Alcorn State 2-1 
6. Be~hune.Cookman .... 2-0 
7. Norfolk State i... 3-0 
8. Kentucky State 4-0 
9. Florida A&M 2-0 
• • 
10. Virginia Union 3-1 
11. Howard University 2· 1 
12. Fort Valley State 2-0 
13. Tuskegee Institute 2-1 
14. Tennessee State 2-1 
15. TIE · Fisk 2· 1 
- Hampton lnstltute 2-1 
· Johnson C. Smith 2-1 
•, 
POINTS 
260 
190 
178 
' 
167 
107 
96 
76 
66 
31 
10 
Others receiving votes: F&yetteville, 'Livingstone, Langston , North Carolina 
A&T, Knoxville, North Carolina Central. Bowie State. 
• (Courtesy of Mutual Black Network) 
• 
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HOWIE WILLIAMS, HoW11rd"s first prof .. ional football player in the NFL, was a rookie 
with the Green Ba P.:kers in 1967 when the won the NFL Championship 16 -7. 
. 
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Coaches Corner 
by 0P.f! Dee •  
HILL l OP Sports reporter 
' 
disappointment is far !)feater to those 
activ,ly involved tharT' it could 1ever 
In the second edition of 
Sociology, P .B. Horton I and C.L. 
Hunt stated that ' 'the evidence is 
overwhelming that our • need ~ for 
companionsh fp and affectionate 
'human resporise is vitallY important 
to us. Indeed, this is probably our 
be ~Of r thneo:e~~:~r~:~: fs~~-e /ong, . 
hard soul searching to do. The 
players have to decide whetller or 
not ~hey gave · their all, whi l~ the 
coaching staff lias to decide whether 
or not the decisions they made were 
the best for that particular situation. · 
strongest need. . I 
''In an increasingly heedless, 
impersonal, and ruthless world, the 
immed iate fami ly ' becomes the · 
bulwark of emotional support . A 
man may be insu lted by his boss, 
patronized by his colleagues, and 
ignored by his neighbofs, but at 
home he can be King Solomon to his 
wife and Hercules to his children!' ' 
The Howard fami ly shoUld be no 
different! 
Although everyone is 
disappointed that the football team 
lost - last Saturday~ to last year's 
M EAC champs (South Carolina 
• State), 
them, 
we shou ld open our arms to 
because ·the hurt and 
H.ere at home, they should be able 
to find comfort and understanding to 
help f hem ree.vaJuate, and regroup in 
ordel( to meet the next challenge and 
overcome it. f 
obug POrter, head cpach of the 
Bisons, says that ''football is 
characteristic of life. Both .are a !series 
of i;>eaks and valleys. After the 
outcome of_ Saturday's game the 
tea is definitely in the valleyl, but; 
they are picking themselves up, 
dus ing themselves off, 
E ' . I D T RMINED to once again reach 
the peak 
Blue ach.inJ· Sweeps: 
• I 
Two from Colonials 
by Peter Harris · l 
HILLTOPSp,ortsrepo~ter 1 \ f· , ' 
Howards two ace pitchers, Gene first and sixth innings. 
Fleet·, an~ ,Greg Scarbor~ligh ~th · . Tt e ~ison sc'?~ed two runs in ~he 
3-0, combined on Saturday to polish f1rst 11nn1ng, and iced the game with 
off .the c .olonials of George twol more in the sixth, when 
Washington 1n a double theader by shortstop Calvin Smith reached .base 
scores of 9·2 the first gamte, and 4-2 ~n· in error, and .designated 'hitter 
• 
: 
• 
HU Talent at Tae Kwon Do Meet 
by Debra HooPQr 
' 
The Grand Championship tiitle 
the second. t reached on an error. They both raced 
. In the fi .rst game, ~le1t allowed- horTf on a three-base throwin~ error -, 
JUSt three hits and an unerrned run, on third baseman Peter Harris' lbunt. 
HILL TOP Sports Nporter 
The Howard University Tae -Kwon 
Do team participated in the 5th 
National Open tae Kwon Do-Kung 
Fu-Karate Championships in Akron, 
Ohio on Sept. 20, 1975. This was the 
first tournament that the Tae Kwon 
Do Club had entered this s~hool 
year. 
With instruction and coaching 
from Mr . Dong Yang, the head 
instructor of the Tae Kwon Do Club, 
Howard was able to claim credit for 
t.he victories achieved in Akron. 
' was won by John Holloway, 1 a 
graduate of Howard University and 
fprmer President of the H.U. Tae 1 
Kwon 'Do Club. John also Won filrst 
place in the BlaCk Belt Heavyweight 
while the offense exploded for 15 I 
hits. I / 
Catcher Brian Wallace led the 
division. · I 
' 
attack with a fou'r for It.our day, 
scoring twice; via desi'gnated pinch 
runner John Chesthut, and knocking 
The women were very succesSful in two RBl's. i 
in . this championship. In the Right fielder Vipcent Bailey had 
advanced women's division, Debr,a two singles and a triple. 
Hooper placed first .in forms and ,; Scarborough continued his 
sparring. Cheryl Rodgers placed·' winning streak by scattering four hits 
second in sparring. the second game enroute to an easy 
In the beginners division, Donna victory. 
Stockman, a green belt , placed third . He allowed only single ~uns in the 
' 
BULLETIN: I ' 
The Howard Un iversity fall 
bas~ball. tear'n defeated Geor~j Mascin 
Un~vers1ty yeste.rday 4·2. This is the 
fir~t time the ''Blue Machin~·· . has 
· defeated G.M. this season ahd the 
second such victory in the last three 
yea~s. t 
/ 
' 
. Trainer Betty Jo Scott: • I _, I . I Women I 
Woman on the Football Fie/ti ' Volleyballers by Andrea Shelton , · J 
' . HI LL TOP Sports Reporter 
The charisma of the Howard 
woman has surfaced in another field 
~ football. On the sidelines now is 
the attractive trainer Miss Betty Jo 
Scott. 
During the practice week Betty Jo 
is on duty from two to six for taping. 
~massaging, etc. On game days she is 
on call at least two hours before the 
game. Throughout the game she is 
there distributing vitamins, salt 
tablets and refreshments . She also 
assists in administering medical care 
to the injured. 
Raised in Virginia, Betty Jo 
commuted to ~-foward as an 
Undergraduate studying Physical 
Education. During those fo&r years 
she participated on the women's 
. vo 11 e y bal I, basketba.11 teams and 
intramural programs. · 
In an effort to seek relief from 
injuries sustained from baske.tball she 
became interested in ·athletic 
training. After a few pointers from 
the training staff and completion of 
training classes, she ~ecame 
confident and took f on the 
Fauntroy and 
H.U. Track 
Team To 
Circumnavigate 
; . 
U.S. Capitol· 
The. Howard Bison track team will 
be among hundreds of distant 
runners who will join Congressman • 
Walter Fauntroy on Capitol Hill this 
Saturday (Oct. 4) in a Congressional 
Race for Voter Registration. 
The jOggers wilt cover a 6.2 mile 
course surrounding Capitol Hill 
which is mostly flat area according to 
Coach Ron Woods. 
He stated that this participatory 
action by the track squad is by no 
means an attempt on Howard's part 
to get involved with the political 
scheme of things .here in the District. 
Woods added, ''This event will give 
us an opportunity to get in some 
running. Afterwards, we're going to 
all pile into a car and drive to '.Philly' 
for the game." 
The race begins at 10:00 a.m. 
' 
Betty J o Scott 
apprenticeship with tl1e team. 
Betty Jo was well received among 
the players. They confess to using 
less profane language and being more 
conscious of their attire around Iler . 
Football Coach Doug Porter 
noted that her presence among the 
player. helped .the1n to be more 
gentlemanly'. He .complimented her 
oil h-er , charm and efficiency .. The 
coach also revealed that originally 
there was some opposition to her 
assuming the position, but the 
football staff and ' <:!dministration 
welcomed her because of her keen 
interest and qual ification. 
She is desc~ibed by the players ~s 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• I 
''unique," ''blending in naturally ," 
''fun to talk to," ' 'part of the team," 
and ''pretty as hel l ." 
Julius Lyons and Robert Moore, 
the other two graduate assistants 
both admire her genifJne invOlvement 
in th e · predominantly male sport. 
Neither feels his position 
threatened. · 1 
She is most appreciative of the 
patience shown by the coaching 
staff , fellow trainers and especially 
the team in accepting her and making 
the le'arning process easier. ''They 
. treat me well," she said. I 
Betty Jo is so enthused about her 
position that she has decided to seek 
certification which could possibly 
mean abandoning her graduate 
studies in guidance and counseling. 
When football season is over she 
will assume training responsibilities 
for the women's volleyball, 
basketball and track teams. 
She encourages ail women to do 
th e same if interested and take full 
advantage of new ruli~gs on sexual 
equality in college athletics . 
,, ' 
• 
I 
Begin ' I 
' I 
New Season 
dThe Howard University Women's V lleyball tecim will open its season 
Oct. 7 against lmmaculata dollege 
and GeorQe Washington University at 
7 p.m. in Burr Gymnasiu·rn. I 
1Wiih try-outs completed and the 
ten member squad selected, Coaches 
Jackie Cbdy and Sylvia Gl-oomes 
have stated. that this year's team. 
o d timistically speaking, 1 looks 
"wettv good."• · I · 
According to Ms. Groomes the 
se en returning players have ; shown 
i 1proverrient from their efforts of 
. ' last season. And, the new \ squad 
m~mbers seem to be adjus'ting to 
H 1 Ward's volJeyball team system 
. quite well. I . 
l Last year, the lad ies finished 
fourth in the Women'S Vo/leyball 
Tournament held at . Galfaudet 
.cJ11ege. • 
I 
• 
. 
• 
' 
I 
• • 
co-operating .eponsors . , 
' 
' 
acme markets 
glrard-ban.k 
sun ·011 
r>flpsl.cola 
tickets 
$4.00 
$7.00 
$9.00 
$12.-50 box 
i 
• 
FEATURING 
BOTH.COLLEGE'S 
HIGH STEPPING BANDS. 
ANO A f AMOUS "ERSONALITY 
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Movie : ''THE WAY WE WERE, ' 
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 9,0 
P.M. October 5, 1975. 
· Hotline 
• 
Howard University HOTLINE 
• 636-68 
, Counselin-9:-over the phone on 
any topic you desire ... 
Classes, sex, peers, druQs , 
meeting people , abortion s, 
getting around in 0 .C. , 
positive identities 
and all about life 
Call ls anytime 
636·6878. 
you need us . 
• 
Howard University HOTLINE will 
having a training session for all n w 
operators and interested persons · n 
October 4 at 1 o'clock. If you h ve 
signed up to work or a"re j st 
interested in participating in or)e of 
this campus' biggest helping ha ds 
then please be there promptly a 1. 
The training se6sion will be held in 
the University Counseling Ser ce 
with yummy refreshments served or 
~ ' those who get the munchies. 
' 
• 
• 
·' 
Ca JL J~ 
n,;, " fet1plet 
try effcct1v(i 
... 
' LAST CHANCE 
• TO LEARN TO SWIM 
TO MUSIC 
SATUR!i>AY, October 3, 1975 
• • • 
AT11,301N 
- MEN'S POOL -
' 
FELLOWS, HOW ABOUT IT? 
Jazz Concert 
On Tuesday, October 7 , 1975,Mr. 
Merle Harris will present an 
~nstrumental Solo Jaz z Concert in 
the Lounge of Carver Hall . The 
• 
concert will commence promptly at 
8 :00 p.m. 
For further information contact 
Garland Stith at 636·7832 or 33. 
Concerned Students 
• 
If you are concerned about 
student problems such as tuition 
increase, the phasing out of Black 
sc ho ols , dormitories being 
overcrowded, SAGA food, faculty 
tenure, the price of books in the 
Bookstore , the Health Service, and 
any other vital issues th yn sign up in 
the U.G.S.A. Office room 283 Cook 
Hall or call 636·6919 or 18. 
• 
THL. 11/LLJ'!JI' 
• 
• 
' 
ATTENTIOf FRESH,MEN!! 
COLLEGE ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATION BOARD 
ACHIEVEMENT.TESTS 
• .. 
' 
' 
IN ENGLISH AND 
MAtHEMATICS I . 
Freshmen who have not taken the 
CEEB Achievement Te'sts and missed 
the tests on September 13 MUST 
take these tests l in order to register 
fo r the Spring semester 1976. This is 
the FINAL testing prior to 
registration. 
I DATE : Saturday, 
1975 . . I 
TIME : 8 :30 a.mi" 
October 25 , 
PLACE: College of Medicine 
Room 1008 
520 ''W'' Street, N.W. 
Present your photo ID card at the 
door. If there 1 are any questions, 
please call the Office of Admission ~. 
(Phone ' 636·6200). 
WHBC 
Student's, Radio 
I Do you hav~ a message or and 
idea · for the rest of the Howard 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
,, '\ ."t>' 
• 
... 
' family? If, so, let WHBC ,your 
campus radi o - be your medium. 
Send the na me, address and 
telephone num~r or . your pres ~dent 
or contact person to: 
• 
· The International Students A.fit.I airs I 
Reporter · 
Dept. of ' Radio and Broadcast 
Management 
WHBC - AM 
P.O. Box 232 
Washington , D.C. 20059 
Refrigerators 
· for Rent · 
Rent a refigerator from HUSA. 
. ' Th~re are 55 Ref~igerators I left . 
Students' desiring to rent a 
. refrigerator are advised to m,ake a 
payment of $55 to the cashier 
. window in the ''A'' Building. Upon I 
rece 1v1ng receipt from cashier, 
students. should bring their receipt to 
1R m. No.286 in Student Center 
(Cook Hall) to have name indluded f 
on delivery list. ~ 
' F ight inflation!! Rent a . 
refrigerator from HUSA. 
I 
• • Writer's Workshop 
Mr . John 0. Kjll )ens, 
writer·in·residence in the Howard 
• 
• 
I 
• 
' 
• 
... 
. I 
·-
... I 
University Graduate School, 
offer ~ workshop in fi ction 
will 
and 
drama in associati on with the 
Department o f En glish. The 
workshop will begin October 16, 
1975 at 4:40 pJTI . and will Continue 
to meet at that hour on Thursdays 
for the remainder of ii,,, Fall '75 
semester. 
No credit will be given for thi s 
workshop and no tuition fee is 
charged for it. The workshop is a 
publi c service of the University , 
Howard Universi·ty students , staff, 
and faculty, and persons from t he 
District of Columbia area who care 
to may register for the workshOp. 
Persons who wish to register for it 
should call Mrs . Bryant, Secretary to 
the De'partrrient of !English, on 
Octobe' 14th (636·7750) . 
Commission for Racial Justice 
.Press Conference: 
DATE: Thursd.ay ~ Octotler 2, 
1975 
TIME: 10:15a.m. • 
LOCATION : capitol Hill -
Quality Inn, 415 New Jersey Avenue, 
N.W., Washington , D.C., Execut ive 
Room. 
. SUBJECT: ''Appeal to the United 
States Supreme Court," by the 
Wilmington, N.C. Ten .' 
SPONSORED BY: rUnited Church 
of Christ, Commission for Racial 
Justice. 
' . CONTACT PERSON : Irv Joyne' 
or Della Mann (202) 737-2600. 
National Church and Civil Rights 
leaders will be preserit to urge ·the 
• 
• 
I 
I 
• 
• 
3 October /975 
I 
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• 
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• 
' 
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' 
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• 
! 
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I 
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• 
• 
U.S. ·supreme Court to hear the case 
. ' . 
stre·ssing the national implications of 
the Wilmington, N.C. Ten. Members 
of the Congressional Black t Caucus 
'Nill also be present. 
' \ I 
I· I 
p r. Charles Cobb, President of the 
N:ational Committee of Black 
Churchmen will present the I formal 
• • 
statement to the press. 
• 
• 
Dinner 
Other events .taking placeJduring 
' ' the dinner was a performana; by the 
O.Jays . Also performing were the 
'Newark Boys Chorus, who surig '--Lift 
Every Voice and Sing." 1 
The Spec;al Awards of Merit were 
presented by the Black Caucus to Joe 
Lpuis and Paul Aooeso~. Pa9I 
Robesor:i Jr. accepted becauSEj of the 
illness of his father. 
The w;tliam Dawson A ward For 
Legislative Development went to Dr . 
Kenneth Clark, retired president of 
the Metropolitan Applied Research 
Center. The Adam Clayton Powell 
Award For Political Achievement 
was giv~n to · Lt. Governors George 
Brown of Colorado.; and Mervyn 
Dymally of California. Mound Bayou 
c;ommunity HospitaJ was awarded 
7jhe Gef!rge Collins Awa(d For 
Community Service. 
' 
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